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the new rejections by the APWU and
th3 Mail Handlers Division of the
Laborers' International Union were
added to that on Wednesday of the
National Association of Letter Carriers.
Meanwhile, federal mediators met
with representatives of the three unions
and the postal service in an attempt to
get negotiations going again, but chief
mediator Wayne L Horvitz reported
"no progress."
After three months of negotiations, a
tentative pact was signed on July 21
that would have given postal workers
increases of 19.5 percent in wages and
cost-of-living benefits over three years.
Although the unions won retention of
a clause forbidding layoffs, which was
the main issue in the negotiations,
union members became unhappy with
the economic package. That package
falls considerably short of increases
won this year by coal miners and
railroad workers.
The average postal worker now earns
$15,877 a year. Under the'rejected
contract, this would go to around
819,000 by 1981.
The three unions that rejected the
tentative contract include 516,000 of the
nation's 554,000 unionized postal
workers. Members of the fourth union,
representing rural letter carriers, are
not voting on ratification.
Bolger has maintained that the legal
mechanisms for
settling
the
agreement, fact-finding under the
direction of federal mediators and
binding arbitration if that fails to reach
a settlement, should be used.

By JEFFREY MILLS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The head of
the nation's largest postal union says he
has "every intention" of calling a
nationwide strike next week if the U.S.
Postal Service refuses to return to the
bargaining table.
Emmet Andrews, American Postal
Workers Union president, made the
statement Friday after his 299,000member union joined two others in
rejecting a tentative agreement with
the Postal Service.
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In a recorded telephone message to
his members, Andrews talked explicitly about a strike. "Every effort
and influence will be exerted during the
next five days to get the postal service
back to the bargaining table. Should
negotiations not be reopened, I have
every intention of folltiiv-ing the mandate of the national convention and
calling a national srike at the end of the
five-day period," he said.
That period would expire Wednesday.
But at news conferences Andrews
and the other union presidents have
avoided talk of an illegal strike :even
though votes by their members are
pushing in that direction.
The presidents have said they want to
renegotiate the rejected pact. But
,Postmaster General William F. Bolger
has vowed not to reopen talks, saying,
'We have concluded our negotiations."
The postal service tried unsuccessfully on Friday to have a U.S.
District Court bar a mail strike after

One Section — 12 Pages
One of the more inhumane chapters in American
history was played, in part, in this area — The Trail of
TearS. Today, The Murray Ledger & Times columnist,
Judy Maupin presents the last of a three part series by
Corinne Whitehead of Benton about The Trail of Tears.
See today's opinion page.
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mostly
sunny
Partly sunny, hot and humid
Sunday and partly cloudy and
warm tonight. Chance of afternoon and evening thundershowers. Flighs Sunday in the
80s to low 90s. Lows tonight in the
upper 60s to mid 70s.
Kentucky's weather outlook for
Monday through Wednesday
calls for mostly sunny mornings
and partly cloudy afternoons and
evenings.
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ENDS TONIGHT—"The Doctor Is
La," a scene from the current "You're
A Good Man Charlie Brown," features
Tim Hawkins as Charlie Brown and
Jane Bailey, as Lucy. The play,
presented by Murray-Calloway County
Community,is an adaptation of Charles
Schultz' famous cartoon feature
"Peanuts." Tonight is the final performance with curtain time at the citycounty park set for 8 p.m. Admission is
$2.50 for adults and $1.58 for children
under 12 and senior citizens. Other
scenes from the play include "You
Could Be King, Charlie Brown," "Why
Do Things Go Wrong?," and "See This
Fist!."Steve Hussung playS Schroeder,
Johnny Cannon is Snoopy, Dana Silcox
plays Patty, and Lewis Bossing is
Linus.

Area Men Enter Innocent Pleas
In Court To Pornography Charges
Donald Wayne Traywick, 37, Martin,
Tenn., and Charles Wesley Clevenger,
42, Murray, pleaded not guilty Thursday in U.S. District Court to charges of
interstate transportation of obscene
materials for the purpose of sale at
Fantasy Isle on 15th Street in Murray.
They were indicted earlier this month
by a federal grand jury in Louisville.
U.S. Magistrate David King continued the case until Sept.,11 for further
proceedings and trial on Sept. 13.
Attorneys Joe Grace, representing
Traywick, and James Glanville,

representing Clevenger, indicated that
. they would likely file motions with the
court to have those dates changed.
Grace cited a trial commitment in
Princeton on Sept. 11 as his reason for
seeking the delay. Glanville, who has
requested separate trials for the two
defendants,said the Sept. 13 date would
not give the court sufficient time to rule
on several pre-trial motions_
"
Traywick and Cleyenger were
arrested following a raid on the
business July 28. Several state, federal,
and Murray police officers testified at
an Aug. 7 probable cause hearing in

WICHITA, Kan.(AP) — The airman
killed by leaking propellant at a Titan
missile site died while trying to save
two other workers, one of the survivors
of the accident says.
"We were just like a family," said 1st
Lt. Keith Matthews. "We all worked
together. I can't tell you how sad this
makes us feel, and we've all been so
deeply hurt by the loss of Bob."
About 200 persons from the nearby
village of Rock, Kan., and surrounding
farms remained evacuated from their
homes. Officials said they would not
return until the leak wakneutralized.
Twenty airmen were hospitalized
after being exposed to the oxidizer, but
an Air Force spokesman said most
were being held only as a
"precautionary measure." One woman

also was hospitalized with vaporrelated symptoms.
Matthews, crew commander at the
missile site, said Friday that Staff_Sgt.
Robert J. Thomas, 29, of Philadelphia
was attempting to help two other airmen flee the deadly fumes when he was
overcome.
Matthews, in a telephone interview
with the Wichita Eagle newspaper, said
he could not elaborate until the Air
Force had completed its official investigation of Thursday's incident.
Thomas was part of an eightman
maintenance team fueling the missile
with the oxidizer. His body was
recovered from the silo about five hours
after the leak began.
"He was like a father to his men,"
said Matthews, hospitalized at Scott

Churchmen Inquiring About Discovery Here
The pastor of the church, located on
South Fifth Street in Murray, wants to
know if workers for the city have accidently discovered the early Christian

Church's baptismal pool located on a
creek that runs parallel with Walnut
Street
During a construction project on the

it

creek, at a spot between Fourth and
Fifth streets, city workers Robert
Butler and Gilbert Stowers unearthed
some bricks, portions of a slab of
concrete and a large wooden beam
about three feet long. They were
preparing to clear out the creek and riprap the banks of the stream in a flood
control project.
The site of the discovery is about 100
yards from the church at the corner of
McKeel Equipment Company's lot and
a lot owned by Di'. W.J. Pittman.
Reverend Roos said minutes of the
church from the 1870s mention that
church members "repaired ot the
baptismal pool in the branch" for
baptisms
Also, he mentioned that in old history
of Murray authored by Dr. Hugh
McElrath, re-printed in 1964. McElrath
indicates,"Before there was any
building of this property (near the
church) the Christian Church maintained a pool there for baptismal
purposes, in or near the branch."
Butler, a supervisor with the city,
said what he unearthed from underneath the creek bed resembled a
concrete platform, possibly jutting out
_from a brick wall._ Workmen unearthed
bricks that appeared to be handmade,
Rev. Roos said.
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According to testimony by law enforcement officials during the Aug. 7
hearing, at least some of the films
confiscated had been shipped to the
Murray store from a Chicago, Ill.,
distributor — a violation of federal
obscenity statutes:
Clevenger also faces state charges of
selling marijuana. and promoting
prostitution.

Airman Killed Trying To Rescue
Others In Titan II Missile Incident

Early Baptismal Pool?

Reverend David Roos, pastor of the
First Christian Church In Murray,
wants to know if a significant historical
discovery has been made in the city.

federal court in Paducah before King
that several rhagazines, books and
films depicting various sexual conduct
were found.

SIGNIFICANT HND? — Reverend David ROOS, center, points to a beam workmen Gilbert Stowers, left a (ETA
foreman, and Robert Butler, right, a supervisor on the backhoe, unearthed from underneath the creekbed recently.
The pastor wants to know if the spot k the site of the First Christian Church's early baptismal pool used in the late
1800s. Early histories indicated a pool was located on the creek, but Rev. Roos wants to know if there is anyone
who knows if this location may be the site.

The pastor said the disCovery of the
location for the old baptismal pool
would represent a significant find for
the church and city. He indicated that
persons who think they may know
where the original pool was located can
call him at 753-3824.

AFB in Belleville, Ill. "I know I'm
going to recommend him for some kind
of medal or award, recommend him for
the highest honors."
Special teams from McConnell Air
Force Base in Wichita and Little Rock
AFB in Arkansas flooded the missile
silo with up to 100,000 gallons of water to
stabilize the leak.

Truce Is
Shattered
In Lebanon
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — Syrian
peacekeepers and Christian militiamen
fought hill-tohill gun duels today,
shattering a short-lived truce in northern Lebanon. Witnesses reported four
killed and eight wounded on both sides.
Reliable travelers reported Syrian
tanks and artillery pounded Christian
mortar and rocket positions on hMs
across the key roads in the Batroun
region.
Christians also were directing mortar
fire at Syrian armor in several parts of
Batroun, 35 miles north of Beirut.
One Christian spokesman said 35
persons were killed or wounded in 18
hours of many strategic roads and hills
in the 50-square-mile Batroun province
in a surprise offensive Friday on the
edge of the Christian hinterland in the
north.
The troubles erupted Thursday, when
gunmen ambushed two cars on a road
between Batroun and the neighboring
province of Zaghartha, killing nine
Christian students, aged 13 to 16.
The Phalange Party, which fielded
the largest Christian militia band
during the 1975-76 civil war, accused
rival militia troops of former Christian
President Suleiman Franjieh of staging
the ambush. Franjieh has backed the
recent Syrian
on
crackdown
Phalangists.
Interior Minister Salah Sidman said
the outbreak in the north "still is
localized. But there is no guarantee that
it will remain so and would not rekindle
clashes elsewhere."
He. was referring to the Syrianrightist fighting in Beirut that has taken
more than 250 lives by official count
since AO-12 An uneasy 'bike has
-prevailed in the captial forlhe last 18
days.
The Syrian troops police the 22month-old armistice that halted the
1975-76 civil war between Christians
and an alliance of Lebanon's leftist
Moslem militia bads and Vasser
Arafat's Palestinian guerrillas.

Begin Vote
For Pope
By EDWARD MAGRI
Associated Press Writer
VATICAN CITY (AP) — Two consecutive puffs of black smoke billowed
from the Sistine Chapel today, meaning
the Ill cardinals locked inside failed to
elect a new pope of the Roman Catholic
Church.
Voting for the Ilt-st'time since entering their secret conclave Friday, the
cardinals cast two ballots, according to
Vatican spokesman the Rev. Romeo
Panciroli.
The first smoke appeared as the bells
of St. Peter's Basilica were still
"chiming the noontime angelus. Then
nine minutes later more black smoke
poured forth, followed • by what appeared to be white smoke, which would
be the signal that a successor to Pope
Paul VI had been chosen.
But the white smoke turned black
again and Panciroli announced that the
balloting had been inconclusive.
Under conclave regulations voting is
held twice each morning and twice each
afternoon. But the ballots are burned at
the end of each session.
The separate puffs of smoke were
apparently intended to show the world
that two rounds had been held, a
procedure which had not been used
during previous conclaves.
Another striking feature was the
speed with which the smoke apppeared
--only 21,12 hours after voting began.
The first smoke lasted 90 seconds and
hovered loosely around the chimney'
before dissolving.
Several thousand smokewatchers
had congregated in vast, sunbathed St.
Peter's Square, awaiting the puffs of
smoke.
One of them was a nun, Carla Agostini.
"I.came here right at the beginning
because one can never be sure when a
pope can be elected," she said. "I don't
vrenttonnesttl came on The way tram
Abruzzi — in central Italy — and this
piazza will be like a second home to me
until I see that smoke."
The cardinals, locked in the Sistine
Chapel, woke about 7 a.m. and before
starting the vote concelebrated masses
at three different altars. They plan to
have four ballots a day — two in the
morning and two in the afternoon.
In an interview with Italian television
shortly before Friday's lock-in
ceremony, Giuseppe Siri, one of only
three cardinals in the conclave for the
third time, said:
"Entering a conclave is not a
pleasant experience. One does not feel
very comfortable in a conclave,
especially because of nervous tension.
This is why I think that all those who
believe we can have a long conclave are
not well informed.
"Beyond a certain number of days - a
small number - one cannot stand it
because it is absolute closure. In a
certain sense, one is buried alive. '
It took one day of voting to elect Pius
XII in 1939,three days for John XXIII in
1958 and two for Paul VI in 1963.
Out of Ill cardinals in the conclave,
100 are in it for the first time since they
were appointed by Paul VI.
Sini and the other two, Stefan
Wyszynski of Poland and Paul Emile
Leger of Canada were named by Pius
XII 25 years ago and attended the
conclaves of 1958 and 1963. Eight were
appointed by John XXIII and are in it
for the second time.
According to a schedule set earlier
this week, an electric bell rings the 111
cardinals awake around 7 a.m. to
concelebrate mass in the Sistine
Chapel. Then, after breakfast, they
gather again in the Sistine Chapel to
start voting. Another voting session is
planned in the afternoon. The plan is to
hold four ballots a day -two each
session.
Several cardinals have predicted a
short conclave of about three voting
days. This could mean that the stove in
the Sistine Chapel where the ballots are
burned would produce black smoke
over the weekend, meaning inconclusive voting. A white puff of
smoke from the chimney above the
chapel's roof is the first signal to the
world of a newly elected pope.
The ballots are burned at the end of
each session - making for smoke twice a
day, unless election comes in the
morning.
Italian television cameras are set to
carry the puff of smoke In color-through
a worldwide hookup. To make sure the
right ci2lor conies out, black and white
army flares are used in the stove.
Italian 4.
. cardinals.— inclutilftlitaSebastian°'Flaggio, Sergio Pignecloli
and Paolo Bertoli are still widely
mentioned as likely candidates in the
news media. Argentina's Eduardo
Pironio and Holland's Johannes
Willebrands are rated top among non-
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Your Individual
Horoscope
: Saturday'. August 26
: Calloway
County
FFA
Farm Tractor Pull will be
held at the Jaycee Fair
Vrounds at seven p.m.

Parents Without Partners
will meet for a family
potluck picnic at Columbus
Belmont State Park at two
p.m. This will be for all
single parents and their
children.

•. Land Between the Lake
ictivities will include walk
gin
''Nature's
Medicine
piest" at ten a.m., and
talk for exploration of
world in search
d( aquatic life at two p.m.,
Goth starting at Center
S`tation; lantern tour of The
Homeplace-1850
at
8:30
p.m.;
"Archaeological
Adventure- at ten a.m. at
be
South
information
sption.
•
tospel singing featuring
The
kalleujah • . Singers,
ound of Faith, and other
pouth .groups will be held at
Pars Hill Baptist Church on
Swhway 80 between Hardin
4nd Brewers at 6:30 p.m.

Mr. and
Mrs. Collie
Stubblefield will be honored
with
a
reception
in
celebration of their 50th
wedding
anniversary
by
their children at the New
Providence Church of Christ
educational building,all
relatives and friends are
invited to call between the
hours of 2:30 to 4:30 p.m.

kderwater

Calloway County Athletic
Boosters Club will have a
dinner at the high school
p.m.
1:30
at
cafeteria
Players and cheerleaders
will be guests of the club,
and parents and other interested persons are invited
at $2.50 per person. The club
will hold its regular meeting
following the dinner.

p

:Immunization clinic will
tie held at the Calloway
cbunty Health Center from
cline to 11:30 a.m. ,

Recovery, Inc., will meet
at the Calloway County
Health
Center,
North
Seventh and Olive Streets,
Murray, at 7:30 p.m.
Senior Citizens will meet
at St. John's Center parking
lot,
Main
and
Broach
Streets, Murray at 8:301 a.m.
to go by bus to Brandon
Springs in Land Between the
Lakes. The bus will return
at 4:30 p.m.
Film and auto tour on
"Return of the Winged
Giants" will' start at two
p.m. at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes.
Activities in Land Between
the Lakes will include slide
show on "Nature's Secrets"
at Center Station at two
p.m., and "Ghosts of the
Past" at The Homeplace1850 at 8:30 p.m.

Mayfield
and
Murray
Hairdressers will have a
workshop on the new fall
and winter hair cuts at the
Holiday Inn., Mayfield, from
Lodge ten a.m. to four p.m.
Moose
Murray
2011 willhave its annual
Paul Heise picnic at the
Moose Pavilion atone p.m.

Kenlake State _Park activities
will
include
awareness walk at hotel
front porch at ten a.m.; ice
cream eating contest at
patro room at one p.m.;
junior fishing derby at hotel
playground at two p.m.; egg
toss
at
campground
bathhouse at _ three _p.m.;
trisbie golf at hotel front
lawn at four p.m:: hayride
horse stables with cost
beini, one dollar per person
at 6:30 p.m.; new games at
campground bathhouse at
p.m.;
"Today's
seven
Country Sound" at hotel
terrace at eight p.m.

Kenlake State Park activities will include inteil
faith worship service at
campground amphitheater at
8:30 a.m.; closest-to-the-hole
conest at golft7 course from
nine a.m. to five p.m.;
water balloon toss at hotel
front lawn at one p.m.;
stagecoach ride at horse
stables with cost being two
dollars per person at two
p.m.; tennis lessons at hotel
court at 4:30 p.m.; hayride
at horse stables with cost
being one dollar per person.
at 6:30_ p.m.; movie, "20
Million Miles To Earth" at
campground amphitheater at
eight p.m.

. "You're A Good Man
Charlie Brown" will be
presented by the MurrayCalloway County Theatre at
the City-County Park at
eight p.m.

In Dental Products

Monday, August 28

Sunday, August 27

JOHNSON BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Danny
Johnson of Alino Route One
are the parents of a baby
boy. Mark Andrew, weighing
seven pounds eleven ounces,
measuring 20 k4 inches, born
on Saturday, Aug. 12, at 7:03
a.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father_ is employed
with Fisher Price Toys,
Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs.. Quindon Johnson of
Marietta, Miss., and the
Rev. and Mrs. Coy Garrett
of Murray. Great grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Roy McElyea ,of Marietta,
Miss., and Curtis Garrett of
Belmont, Miss.
PUCKETT GIRL
Mr. and
Mrs. Jewell
Puckett of Hardin Route One
are the parents of a baby
girl,
Samantha
Gay,
weighing five pounds seven
ounces, measuring 18 inches,
born on Friday, Aug. 18, at
7:50 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have two other
daughters, Angelia Michelle,
age 3L2, and
Valerie
Suzette, age 1. The father is
employed with the Woodall
_ Construction Company.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Osie Puckett and the late
John Puckett of Hardin
Route One, and Mr. and Mrs
Joe Smith and Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Thweatt, all of
Murray.
Great grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Henderson of Hardin Route One,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Thweatt of Benton Route
One, and
Clyde Bell of
Kirksey Route One. Great
great
grandmothers
are
Mrs. Cletus Starks and Mrs.
Minnie Thweatt of Marshall
County.

Saccharin Needed

Q. Ms. E. J. writes to ask
"Preventive agents inwhy saccharin continues to clude dentifrices, fluoride
be used in a number of tablets, and mouthwashes
dental products when it These products must be
Frances Drake
may cause cancer.
palatable to the public or
A. In 1977, when the Food they will not use them.
What kind of day will
and Drug Administration
tomorrow be? To find out what
"Motivation of the public
made efforts to ban sac- is difficult enough. Elimithe stars say, read the
charin from the market, nation of an adequate
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
the U.S. Congress passed sweetening agent could
legislation that the Make use of preventive
ARIES
sweetener be available, products so minimal as to
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)I1k4
but that certain labels be be meaningless."
A good day for handling
with its sale
associated
The artificial sweetness
details ably, getting past
during the next 18 months. does not encourage the
opposition deftly and overDuring that time, the Na- growth of bacteria in placoming inhibitions that
tional Academy of Sci- que or an increase in cavprevent smart thinking and
DWAIN GREEN will show his pinewood primitives at
ences is to study the evi- ity formation, as does ordiaction.
the "Crafts in the Village," craftsman's fair at Kentucky
dence and report back to nary sugar. So far, in the
TAURUS
•
Dam Village State Resort Park, Gilbertsville, on
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Congress.
opinion of the American
Saturday and Sunday, Aug. 26 and 27, from nine a.m. to
The position of Venus
The original move by the Dental Association, no adsix p.m. each day. The show site will be located near the
suggests that you stress your
FDA was based on Cana- verse effects have been
Gilbertsville Post Office overlooking Kentucky Dam and
innate artistry and create ' dian research that found
noted in the widespread
the lake. Ample parking will be available at the show
those clever "twists" which
saccharin use associated use of limited amounts of
make the difference between
site. Many other craftsmen will have displays at the fair.
with an increase of cancers saccharin in dental prodthe so-so and top attainment.
No admission will be charged.
in laboratory animals.
ucts.
GEMINI
Recently, Sebastian
The advantages of the
(May 22 to June 21)
Ciancio, D.D.S., chairman use of saccharin far exceed
This should be a highly
of the Council on Dental the minimal risk, if any, in
profitable day for those of you
Therapeutics of the A,rtri: preventive agents in denwho capitalize on your innate
imagination and originality.
can Dental AssocianrAr tistry.
On the personal side, emotions
stated to Congress and the
may rise and fall. Try to
-NAS that saccharin should
maintain equilibrium and
HOSPITAL NEWS I
continue to be used in prodpoise.
ucts important to dental
CANCER
health. A summary of his 08-13-78
(June 22 to July 23)00
statement was published in Adults 107
Stellar influences excellent
ADA News, a regular pub- Nursery 10
for constructive action. If
lication of the American
judicious plans have already
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Dental Association.
been made, carry them out
Baby Boy Register (Julia),
This statement was
smartly; make some, if you
107
Dogwood, Paris, Tenn.
based on the following
note a stalemate to progress,
DISMISSALS
facts:
LEO
Mrs. Juanita K. Norris
(July 24 to Aug. 23)/2
— Saccharin is the only and Baby Girl, 316iez
Fine solar influences! You
artificial sweetner that is
should have a happy go of
12th., Murray, Mrs. Melissa
available.
things generally. Especially
Wright and Baby. Girl,
K.
Evidence
is
very
lim—
favored: job and monetary
ited that the trace amounts Rt. 1, Farmington, Mrs.
interests; handling situations
Edith R. Teague, 402 Yates,
that call for clever strategy.
of saccharin consumed in
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Virgina
VIRGO
dental products may actuJ. Clendenon, 1111 Poplar.
lAug. 24 to Sept. 23"V
ally be carcinogenic.
Benefits indicated if you are
— Prevention is very im- Murray, William R. Dunn,
alert, but opportunities could
portant in dentistry, and Rt. 3, Murray, Jason W.
DEAR ABBY: I was born an illegitimate child, and while
be lost through indifference or
cosmetic effects of sac- Looper, Rt. 1, Mayfield.
the
an infant I was adopted by the most wonderful couple in the
tendencies toward extremism.
are essential to en- Ricky D. Brannon, Rt. 6,
charin
World.
LIBRA
Tenn.,
courage persons to use Puryear,
Mrs.
Eventually I learned who my "real" parents were. but I (Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 -n-in
dental products to help Mildred L.'Allen, Rt. 2, Box
_A good day! Stellar inhad no desire to intrude on their lives. I always felt that
lessen cavities and gum 26, Springville, Tenn., Daniel
fluences should bring inthey had a right to the lives they had chosen, which did not
diseases.
creased
prestige,
new
B. Greene, 920 Riggins,
include me.
"It is the opinion of the Paris, Tenn., George SanI recently read that my "real" father had died. Perhaps I friendships, personality
development. You can gain
American Dental Associa- dberg, Rt. 2, Big
should mention that he had made an outstelakg success in
Sandy, Tenn.,
through others as well as
tion that prevention is the
business and was well known in his commuMrIn reading
Mrs.
Hallie
F.
Williams,
3071.z
through
your
own
efforts.
key to dental care of the
his obituary, I discovered that he had no wife orchildren,
So. 3rd, Murray.'
SCORPIO
uture," said Dr. Ciancio.
only one survivng sister.
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Ill'etC
I was told that even though I am an illegitimate son. I
Not much planetary help
Custom Built Kitchen Cobtnels
have a legal claim to his estate.
here, so day is practically
How do you feel about my coming forward now and
your own to mold. Try to
demanding what is legally and rightfully mine?
long-term
conclude
me
make
help
with
a
I
must
decision
Your answer will
agreements if any are pensoon.
ding Stars are generous in •
NO NAME,PLEASE
that respect.
REFINISHING & CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
SAGITTARIUS
DEAR NO NAME: A lawyer can tell you whether or not
Custom Built Furniture
:Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
you are legally entitled to anything.
Refinishing 8 Repairs
influences.
Fine
Jupiter
As for your coming forward now and demanding *hat you
Brass Hardware
drive
Take
up
the
reins
and
Solid
think. is "rightfully" yours: If you had learned that your
and
with
straight,
strong
Give Your Old Cabinets o New Face
"real" father had died deeply in debt, would you come forenthusiasm. 'Adhere to well._
ward now and offer to pay off his debts?
Without Tearing Them Out
defined procedures, however,
Ph 142-Her
631%. Murra$
CAPRICORN
busimillionaire
think
of
a
What
you
do
DEAR ABBY:
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 204 =cr.
nessman who insists on holding all his business conferences
Maintain an intelligent,
in his private suana''
discriminating distance from
N IN BEVERLY HILLS
those who do not hold to your
principles while you also aim
to better understand their
DEAR N.: Maybe that's his way of sweating out the beet
reasoning.
deal.
AQUARIUS
iJan. 21 to Feb. 19)=
DEAR ABBY: Today's generation seems to think it's
A fine chance to put more
necessary to advertise EVERYTHING on television and
strength into methods for
radio in order to sell it. We are two teenagers who happen to
furthering your goals. Your
feel that personal hygiene products should NOT be advertiskeenness and _perceptiveness
ed on radio and television.
should
help you find new
over
and
you
are
watcomes
boyfriend
For example: Your
avenues for exploration.
ching TV together. Then one of those embarrassing comPISCES
mercials comes on, and there's nothing you can do about it
, Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)"<5t,
but just sit there while your face gets red.
A thorough reappraisal of
don't know of anyone who appreciates these commer
recent activities can b--! the
cials. People who need these products don't need television
basis for highly improved
Includes -FREE dessert sundae that yOUto show them what the Items look like. ETierybody knows,so
future planning. Don't stymie
build for yourself! Also our garden-fresh salad
what's the point?
yourself through outmoded
bar,. fries or baked potato. Stockade Toast,
Is there any way to put a stop to these embarrassing corn
Be
methods.
ideas,
drink. C'mon in during our Month of Sunmercials?
progressive.
daes-. through Labor Day! At- participating
EMBARRASSED
locations.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
unusual combination of the
DEAR EMBARRASSED: Write to the TV station and
practical and the idealistic
voice your complaint. Then write to the company whose proYou could excel in almost an
ducts are advertised, and inform them that you will NOT
undertaking of your choosing
buy their product because their advertising offends you.
because you prepare well for
1P.S. 1, too, find that type of advertising offensive. Some
it
and have the persistence
newspapers
and
magazines
products should be advertised in
and determination to see
only .1
things through.
DEAR ABBY: I have a very personal problem I need help
with, but I want to be sure you get my letter.
Where shall I send h Thank you.
NEEDS ADVICE

I

NAIVE 5krEll
•

Coming
•Foul Play 'Buddy Holly Story
'Revenge of the Pink Panther
*International Velvet

V

CAT .
1S,9:10412 30 Sun.'

ZIT

425212PFIICE

Me "iet. Wight
Live" Belushi
NATIONAL

(
tate Show 11:40
Fri 4 So Cheri
Adult Entertainment
111 or over only

tonday Special

,
s2.39

Sandy Coleman
Twirling Academy

DEAR NEEDS: Write to Abby, P.O. Boit No. 69700, Los
Angeles, Calif. 90069. And please enclose a stamped 115
cents), self-addressed envelope for a personal reply.
CONFIDENTIAL TO BARBARA: If you marry him for
his money, you may have to divorce him to get it.

FALL REGISTRATION
August 28
3 to 7 O'Clock
at the studio
1519 London Dr.

Jeanette Morgan
p4•,

AND
AllAIN...
01.11www•-Ow

Call for an appointment

Vii. ICH
1110 of 305

HOC

Hoc
Spa

410N. 4111
oNammoseste

Fire Baton

Two Baton

Fancy Strut

Solo Tw(122,10.
tir771170441401•.,
.1r=f
.1111*
Dance Twirl
Modeling
Ages 4 and up
Sandy Coleman instructor, member N.B.T.A. and 1.11.T.A. Registered Twirling and
modeling judges. Featured in America's Who's Who for Twirling. Instructor of
many
local, state and national title holders. Judge for America's Youth
on Parade National
iwompetition for 1977 and 1978. For more information call 753-8064
All Supplies Available

.
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Group and Private Lessons

00 • 11 11lLJS.t
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Reservat
Bill 436-5;
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FREE SUNDAE

Getting married? Whether you want a formal church
wedding or a simple de-your-own-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "Hew to Have • Lovely Wedding."
Send $1 and a long, stamped (28 cents1 self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.

LAMPOON'.

REPAII

)e",k-11;It.

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE
Bel- Air Center

-! 3n Sat , Sun

A

'ARC RUISE (

753-1682

MIA
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Fishing Une

Jerry Maspla's

,zeg4BOATING
TOPICS
agents in's, fluoride
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i must be
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NEWS

)MISSIONS
:later (Julia ),
iris, Tenn.
SA'S
K. Norris
.1, 3161 N.
Mrs. Melissa
Baby Girl,
ngton, Mrs
e, 402 Yates.
virs. Virgina
1111 Poplar.
n R. Dunn,
, Jason W.
., Mayfield.
inon, Rt. 6,
nn.,
Mrs.
1, Rt. 2, Box
fenn., Daniel
20 Riggins,
3eorge Sanandy, Tenn.,
illiams, 307

We had another huge hatch
Several nice catfish are
of willow flies last Wed. night being taken on worms and cut
on Ky. Lake. It was really bait at night.
getting underway at dusk. I
If the current isn't too bad,
think it has been over a week under Eggners Ferry Bridge
since the last hatch and man has been a pretty good place to
the fish were wild.
try. Blood baits work well in a
current most of the time while

REPAIRING VINYL

If your boat has seen a
number of seasons of service,
your vinyl cushions, covers and
other items could stand
sprucing up.
If the surface is merely dirty,
washing with ordinary soap
and water followed by rinsing
and wiping will do the job well
and safely. The MerCruiser
stern drive boating experts
remind you to avoid using
abrasive compounds.
Visit automotive stores and
look for vinyl upholstery cleaning products if your cleaning
problem does not respond to
soap and water.
Small punctures can one.° be
repaired just about invisibly.
It's done with repair kits made
up for the purpose.
A basking piece is poked
under the rip and the tear is
covered with a color-matched
liquid.
A bit of material having a
similar grain is pressed onto
this and heat applied to cure the
The ever present shad were
liquid, leaving it with a pattern jumping completely out of the
almost or even identical to that water as usual and the sunfish
of the surrounding area
Vinyl objects that have suf- were solidly placed under the
fered weather exposure can trees hanging over the water.
When we would cast into this
usually be brightened up with
vinyl paints.
area something would hit. We
Some are brushed on, some stuck a lot of small bass that
are applied with an aerosol con- gave
aerial lessons while
tainer.
Look for these products in removing -lures from their'
marine, automotive, hardware mouths. This was ok with
and upholstery shops.
me because you don't, need
Holes . made by stitching to handle a fish anyway.
needles in vinyl On% always ANYWAY.
close up like- holes in woven
You can always say that you
-fabrics.
- •
-Marine stores sell a liquid would release it anyway, the
that can be used to seal the .sport of it is what's fund.
needle punctures and yet not be
Sauger fishing is a little slow
coaspicuous.
but will pick up as the water
cools. A lot are being taken on
minnows and jigs below the
FREE
dams now as the lakes are
campground
New
lowered. I still prefer to troll
overlooking Cypress
the ridges and bars myself
Bay. Sand beach,
since the stripes are in the
playground, boat rensame areas as the sauger.
tals and slips, ten comIf you locate a school of fish
plete hook-ups all in
then you can cast into them
shade, free
the
until they move.
firewood,
pets
Crappie fishing is also slow
welcome.
Motor
and
not many people are
homes and RV trailers
fishing for them. The few that
only.. First night free
are being caught are coming
to see if you like it.
from small suspended schools
Reservation only. Call
10 to 16 feet deep.
Bill 436-5519.
WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT

DAYTONA BEACH
FOR THE PRICE OF A ROOM

ew

Enjoy your own private villa at the World's
Most Famous Beach. 70 minutes from
Disney World. We have bus tours 3
famous resturants; The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House.
Each villa completely equipped for
housekeeping, air conditioned,
with spacious lawns, room
telephones, TV, shopping venter.
OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools, recreation hall,
playground. Golf, tennis privileges.
An easy drive to all Florida attractions Pets welOome.'Fishing. Jai.
Alai, Auto, Dog Racing.

the water is real warm.
These cool nights we are
having should help get the fish
to moving in our direction so
hang on and keep your hooks
sharp.
HAPPY FISHING

Black Bass, Crappie
Are Generally Fair
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) fishing minnows over sub— Fishing for black bass merged cover; in tailwaters,
and crappie is now generally trout slow to fair; clear to
fair on Kentucky's major murky , falling slowly at
lakes with some good fishing pool and 83.
reported for both species.
Herrington — Black bass
The rundown compiled by
fair
and imprioving at night
the Kentucky Department of
on
artificial nightcrawlers
Fish and Wildlife Resources:
and buzz baits off points and ,
Kentucky — Catfish good deep bansk and in inlets and
to • excellent still fishing bays; crappie fair early abd
minnows around the dam; late over submerged cover
sauger good trolling deep and around stickups; clear,
drrifting stable at pool and 80.
runners
and
minnows over ridge tops;
Buckhorn — Black bass
black bass good on spinner fair at night on medium
baits and buzz baits over runners
and
artificial
stump beds and in inlets and nightcrawlers off points;
bays; in tailwaters, catfish bluegill fair off shallow
and sauger fair to good; points; in tailwaters, trout
clear, stable, 2 1-2 feet fair; clear, stable at pool
below pool and 83 degrees.
and 84.
Barkley — Crappie slow to. Rough River — Black bass
fair early and, late on ar- fair at night on the south
tificial nightcrawlers and fork on artificial nightbuzz baits in inlets and crawlers off points; crappie
bays; in tailwaters, catfish slow around stickups; in
and crappie fair; clear to tailwaters, trout good; clear.
murky, stable, 2 1-2 feet stable at pool and 85.
below pool and 83.
Grayson — Crappie fair
Cumberland — White bass
late over subfair on the lower lake early early and
cover and around
merged
and late on plunker and fly
bluegill slow in
combination in the jumps; stickups;
in
bays;
and
inlets
crappie still anf drift fishing
tailwaters, trout good; clear,:
minnows over submerged
pool and 82.
cover; black bass fair on the stable at
Hollow — White bass
Dale
upper
lake
with some
some black bass
walleye trolling deep run- fair with
late on plunker
and
early
ners off rocky points and
combination .-and
fly
and
deep banks; in tailwaters,
jumps; clear to
trout good; clear, failing, 18 spinners in
falling, four feet
murky,
feet below the timberline
below pool and 82.
and 83.
Fishtrap — Crappie fair
Laurel — Trout good at
over submerged cover and
night still and drift fishing around
clear,
stickups;
worms and nightcrawlers off stable at pool and 83.
deep banks; crappie fair in
clear,
Cave Run — Musky slow
coves;
timbered
stable, four feet belOW power casting and trolling deep
runners in timbered coves
pool and 82.
Barren — Crapie good on and over main channel dropthe lower lake early and late offs; crappie slow in timsubmerged, toyer; bered coves; clear, falling
over
white bass slow to fair slowly, one foot below pool
trolling deep runners with and 84.
Nolin — White bass slow
trailers over flats; clear to
murky to muddy, stable at trolling runners with trailers
over flats; bluegill slow off
pool and 78.
Green — Black bass fair deep banks; clear, stable at
to good on . surface lures pool and 84.
Dewey — Crappie slow to
early and late and artificial
nightcrawlers at night off fair early and late over
points and in inlets and submerged cover abd around
bays; crappie slow to fair stickups; clear to murky;
early and late still and drift stable at pool and 87.

RECORD FISHES TAKEN FROM KENTUCKY WATERS
(BY ROD AND REEL)
NAME IN HU
alklater GN WEL
IWO

W. S. Walley
Campbellsville, Ky.

5/30/55

Buchanan Pond
Taylor Co., Ky.

3 lbs-6 oz.

MN Catfish

J. E. Copeland
Rt. 8, Benton, Ky.

8/21/70

Tennessee River
Below Ky. Dam

100 lbs.

Beate

P: Childers
Frankfort, Ky.

5/15/69

Ky. River

32 lbs

laiheal Catfish

Phillip Alan Huffer
Bowling Green, Ky.

6/24/76

Farm Pond

4 lbs-6 oz.

Steve A. Vontreese
Paducah, Ky.

5/15/77

Priester Lk.
McCracken Co.

7 lbs-11

Ricky Vance
Paris, Ky.

3/13/71

South Fork
Licking River

54 I bs-14 oz.

Fred Cornett
Lexington, Ky.

4/7/73

Beaver Lake
Anderson Co., Ky.

15 lbs-6 oz.

Steve Wunderle
Caterville, Ill.

10/19/74 Clear Lake
Ballard Co.

Esker Carroll

6/6/56

Green River

97 lbs.

Freshwater Orata

Ernest E. Morgan
Henderson, Ky.

4/25/76

Tennessee River

37 lbs.

Car — lag mod, Slott
snail or Spotted

Kelsie Travis, Jr.
Paducah, Ky.

8/8/56

Ohio River

40 lbs.

Wacky lass

A. E. Sellers
Louisville, Ky.

6/13/70

Nelson Co., Ky.

7 lbs-10 oz.

Largeaseth lass

Delbert Grizzle
Flatwoods, Ky.

8/3/66

Greenbo Lake
Greenup Co., Ky.

13 lbs-8 oz.

Neskelleage

Porter Hash
Edmonton, Ky.

3/13/78

Dale Hollow

43 lbs.

Raid*, Trost

Jim Mattingly
Somerset, Ky.

9/10/72-

Cumberland Rivet
below Wolfe Ck. Dom

14 lbs-6 oz.

lock lass

H. S. White
Cadiz, Ky.

5/26/75

Casey Creek
Trigg Co.

1 lb-10 oz.

Rockfish

Walter C. Lilly
Milton, W. Va.

4/18/78

Lk. Cumberland

45 ibs-8 oz.

Styles -

Barney Frazier
Corbin, Ky.

10/3/54

Lk. Cumberland

36 lbs-8 oz.

Saalhesali Bass
(WORLD RECORD)

David L. Hayes
Leitchfield, Ky.

7/1 1 /55

Dale Hollow Lk.

11 lbs-15 oz.

Salter

Wm. H. Price
Murfreesboro, Tenn.

7/26/72

Kentucky Lake

6 lbs-1 oz.

R. C. Masters
Louisville, Ky.

5/30/64

Caulk's Lake
Taylor Co.

2 lbs-5 oz.

Ralph Pierce
Parksville, Ky.

3/6/57

Lk. Cumberland

72 lbs.

Walleye

Abe Black
Shaker Heights, Ohio

10/1/58

Lk.Cumberland

21 lbs-8 oz.

Warner*

Robert Hayes
Hustonville, Ky.

4/28/74

Dix River

1 lb.

Mute Crappie -or Mack
Crappie

David C. Crowe
Madisonville, Ky.

4/16/69

Lake Pewee
Hopkins Co.

4 lbs-3 oz.

7/11/43

Kentucky Lake

B. B. Hardin
Mt. Eden, Ky.

6/3/57

Lk. Herrington

John T. Phillips
Murray, Ky.

5/29/77

Kentucky Lake

sUcradlsr

Tie between
Lorne Eli
.Dawson Springs, Ky.

Plan

0010

Boat 'N' Motor

Ettilitaii1114GE
ENJOY

at yOu
.1 salad
Toast
Sunloafing

YOUR

01101MallOft

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

Name _ _
1
Villa for
1110 of 30S units'

Address

_

We Sell

Wiltf

ELLINOR VILLAGE RESORT
Dept.
ORMOND BEACH, F(A. 32074
trim

Ovtboord a Stern Drive Service

SPORTING GOODS

Phone (1104) 477-111441
rot lien color bror hurt and

0 lbs-8 oz.

Shipwash

VACATION

FRU

3 lbs-21
/
2 oz.

flathead Catftsi

units availsbie
Villa Larger

PANG
RKI

oz

_ _ _ _

CIINFT

Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses

• City. State. Zed
111. dB mm

...MD= ,MP

OS

1=11.1111111.1

Carroll Tire Service

641 Super Shell

1See Us For

uNlizpyr7.
ticor

Uniroyal Gumbo

.
q

HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
and

4

Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires L 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
In The Jackson Purchase
753-6779
410 N. 4th

and MICheGn

TO! PS

Ihri.641 South
1105 Pogue -

753-1489

II lllllllllllTMMlllll MTh.

wining and
or of many
de National

Your U-Haul Headquarters

nnertnetinn

I
411••••••
,

753-9131

Thornton
Body
Shoj)

•
.
i Murray Home & Auto i
BUCKS BODY SHOP .
•
.
.
.
_.•• _ ....
Hot store tor Ike
.
•
_ ...,
.
.
Outdoor Sportsman ' Off: •
•
a
•

24Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.

Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2486
We Appreciate Your Business-

.
•
•
900 Sycamore

753-5142

•
•
•
•
•
•

az
•
a

•

ow..
Murray's
•
Qualified Bear Archery Service •
•
x
•
Moo V
,
•...?SIMI
•
•
II

•

•
Alllllll
••••111141111••
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•
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Business Mirror

Opinion Page

The TIP

EDITORIAL

Idea

Some Reps Not Sure
Tax Revolt Real
Apparently some members of
Congress believe the American
tax revolt will go away. One
who believes the tax revolt is
for real is Sen. Walter "Dee"
Huddleston of Kentucky.
In Bowling Green a few days
ago, 'Huddleston said the tax
revolt is not something invented by the news media. He
said the mail he is receiving
from his Kentucky constituents
has convinced him of that.
-Government should and will
respond to the so-called taxpayers' revolt," the senator
said.
While some representatives
in Washington may be starting
• to listen to the cries of outrage
from the folks back . home,
others apparently do not want
to hear what is being said. On
Aug. 16, the House of Representatives put the finishing touches
on its version of the federal
budget for Fiscal Year 1979,
which begins on Oct. 1. The
budget calls for a spending
ceiling of $489.8 billion, tax
revenues of $450 billion and,
therefore, a deficit of $39.8
billion.
The budget is $42.5 billion
higher that this year's budget,
an inflationary increase of
nearly 10 percent at a time
when the Administration is
-jawboning at business and

Loolping Back
IMMIIMM1111111.11•1k,_

10 Years _Al..ro
A coinbined enrollment in the City
School System and the County School
System amounted to 4.082 today, according to reports from the two
systems. This is the largest enrollment
ever recorded for the two systems.
Deaths reported include Harry
Cunningham. age 79.
Plans have been finalised for another
luxury theatre in Murray. according to
Tommy Brown of the Capri Theatre.
The Cheri, as it will be called, was
announced by Murray Theatres, Inc.,
owners of the recently. built Capri.
Firernan Bobby Galloway,son of Mr.
and Mrs. Billy M. Galloway, is serving
aboard the tank landing ship, USS
Monmouth. in Dekong Delta region of
South Vietnam.
A family reunion was held Aug. 18 at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Parker.
500 Vine Street, Murray.
20 Years Ago
The Murray Training School Will
open on Sept. 8, according to Mac
McRaney, director.
Kentucky game biologists are placing
succulent grains and legumes over
large areas of Kentucky Lake marshes
for waterfowl on Kentucky Lake.
Dr. Gene E. Hendon, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Carnie Hendon, is serving as a
First Lieutenant with the Air Force at
Lockbourne Air Base near Columbus,
Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie R. Putnam will
leave this week for Youngstown, Ohio,
where Mr. Putnam will start his new
position as teacher in the Dana School
of Music at Youngstown University.
The South Murray Homemakers Club
held its annual family picnic on the
lawn of Mr. and Mrs. S. V. Foy.

30 Years Ago
County Judge Homer Roberts of
Fulton met with County Judge Pink
(Turd of Calloway County on Aug. 25 to
discuss problems of juvenile
delinquency
Dentists representing Murray at the
meeting of the Southwestern Kentucky
Society at the Murray Woman's Club
house were Doctors B F. Berry, Hugh
McElrath, F. E. Crawford, Woodfin
Hutson, A. H. Titsworth, A. D. Wallace,
and A. H. Kopperud.
Officers of the Murray Training
School Chapter of the Future
-rriteglase_ gLArnertorare..boreite
Eldridge, Verona Smith, Janice
Clopton, Jean Hobson, Ola Mae Hutchens, Euva Nell Boggess, Ilene Tinsley, Julia Fuqua, and Nell Turner.
Advisor is Martha lindsey
Harry I. Sledd, r'arnie Hendon, R. M
Lamb, Burman Parker, Loman
Trevathan, and E. L. Noel attended the
meeting of the Four Rivers Council of
Boy Scols of America held at Union
City, Tert

By CHET CURRIER
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Among all the
labor to hold down price and
proposals advanced of late for fighting
wage increases.
inflation, few have attracted as much
In spite of unrest by a
interest as an idea called TIP.
growing number of taxpayers,
The acronym stands for "taxbased
the House narrowly defeated
incomes policy," an approach in which
(201-206) an amendment by
the government sets up tax incentives
for companies to hold wage or price
Rep. Marjorie Holt ( R-Md.)
Increases within a specified limit.
which reflected the present an-.
Advocates of TIP in one form or
ti-big-government, anti-highanother have included such prominent
taxation mood of the American
economists as Arthur Okun of the
people.
Brookings Institution and Henry
The Holt amendment would
Wallich of the Federal Reserve.
have lowered spending in
The idea, being relatively fresh and
Fiscal '79 by an additional $10
untried, also seems to hold some attraction because it has no past record of
billion. It would have also lopThat sets it apart from such
failure.
ped another $5 billion from the
direct wage-price controls,
ideas
as
deficit, even though the amendwere
imposed by the Nixon
which
Copley News Service
ment would have further
administration in 1971-74.
lowered taxes.
"Should we get it out and dust 'er off-?"
Some observers contend that controls
still might work, if applied correctly.
House Minority Leader John
But few are willing to endorse them on
Rhodes (R-Ariz.) said the
the
basis of the country's last exB)
halt
Nlaupin
defeat of the Holt amendment
perience with the,which was followed
was "a frontal assault on the
by two-digit inflation in 1974 and then
(.4 Column of historical and genealogical
pocketbooks of every taxpayer,
the steepest recession since the 1930a.
(lnecdotes. stories and .family notes.)
one that may prove fatal." He
Similarly, many economy-watchers
added that the defeat of the
see little real progress emerging from
amendment, coupled with the
the Carter administration's jawboning
recent defeat of the Kemp-Roth
efforts to get companies and unions to
hold down wages and prices through
tax cut proposal, "guarantees
voluntary restraint. Merely by default,
that Americans will lose purTIP tends to draw some interest
then,
chasing power next year, as
Wall Street economic consulting
The
they struggle against runaway
A.-Gary Schilling & Co. argues,
Rock
awaiting
the
crossing
of
the
Onio.
firm
of
there is on record a letter from a man
In a recent letter, the Cherokee
highest
inflation and -the,
Finally arriving in Oklahoma in however, that the idea has several
confirmed
local
named
Henry
Parker
written
Historical
Society
federal taxes in peacetime
March,1838, about 4000, or roughly one- potential pitfalls.
November 27, 1838 and postmarked
tradition that in Caldwell County the
history."
fourth of the Cherokee nation had died
The firm acknowledged in a recent
Fredonia in which he states that the
stop along the Trail of Tears was at
Those who voted against the Elkhorn Tavern. The Cherokees caravan with which he was traveling
and were buried along the road. It is no report that TIP looks, at first glance.
Holt amendment are ap- camped on Skin Frame Creek, consisted of 950 persons, 353 horses and
wonder it was named the Trail of Tears. like an appealingly simple proposition.
parently not convinced the tax- probably near the old grist mill and
From all accounts, the Cherokee were
Assume,for the purposes of example,
steers, and 50 wagons. That group had
treated with kindness and con- that a wage-increase limit has been set
payerrevolt is for real.
left Calhoun, Tenn. October 8, 1838.
dam,and I am sure some of the soldiers
sideration while they were passing at 7 percent a year. If employees of a
Parker refers also to a group which left
were quartered in the old tavern.
through- Kentucky.
given company receive an 8 percent
Calhoun October 10, 11138 and a group of
Elkhorn, now owned by Mr. and Mrs.
One noble act relating to the pay increase, then the company's tax
about 1100 Cherokees that left East
Earl Marquess, was built between 1810
Cherokee removal which will,never be bracket for that year would
and 1815 by James Blue. The charming
Tennessee October 1 and arrived at
forgotten was that of an old Cherokee automatically be raised, say, from 36
Hopkinsville November 13, 1838.
old log building contains a huge stone
Chief named Tsali. Tsali sacrificed his percent to 38 percent.
chimney and big fireplaces and is the
The final and largest of the detachlife in return for General Winfield
There are also proposed plans using
second remaining inn along the Trail of
ments, 1800 in number, left Tennessee
Scott's promise that he would not hunt rewards rather than penalties. Thus,
Tears in Kentucky.
November 4, 1838 and arrived
down approximately 100 Cherokees who the company that held to the 7 percent
December 7 in Hopkinsville.
*40 Years Ago
had escaped into the Smoky Mountains. wage limit could have its tax owed
Mrs. Marquess says the tavern's
The deeply worn and for many years
Tsali rebelled against the brutality of reduced from 36 percent to 34 percent of
name originated from the fact that in
Dr.,J A. Outland,'Calloway County
abandoned Centerville to Salem road
the early 1800's an elk was killed on the
the soldiers who captured his family to its earnings.
Health Department doctor, said today
near Mexico, Kentucky (in Crittenden
creek by a man namvi Maxwell. The
move them to the stockade. As they
This seemingly straightforward
there are two cases of typhoid fever in
horns were hung up on the front of the
County) is the Trail of Tears. From
went along the path, his wife was arrangement runs into its first obstacle
Calloway County.
Salem the Cherokees took the Berry
building; hence Elkhorn Tavern. A few
prodded with a bayonet to,make her
when the question comes up of whether
Deaths reported this week include
years ago, one- of Maxwell's descenFerry road to the Ohio river.
walk faster. Turning upon the soldiers
wages or prices should be the focus.
Buddy Garrett, age fourteen months,
dants took the elk horns and . placed
Stories are still told around Salem
in anger, Tsali, his brother and two sons From the company side comes the
Mrs. Maggie Barron, age 64, Sam
them over his drug store in Paducah.
about some of the Cherokees who
killed one soldier,took away their guns, argument that it would work well only
Smotherman, age 66, Monroe Hut-,,
,,
In 1951, the Cherokee Historical
escaped to the woods and hid until the
and fled to the mountains.
with wages; organized labor is likely to
chens, Mrs. Maggie Fulcher, age 61, J.
Soeiety, under the leadership of
soldiers were far away. The ferry
General Scott announced if Tsali
believe that prices are the only fair and
A. (Josh) Ellison; age 81, and Mrs
McKinely Ross, a great-great-grandson
operator named Berry had contracted
would surrender he would leave his
proper target.
Fannie Geurin, age 76.
with the government to ferry the
of John Ross retraced the Trail of Tears
people unmolested in the Smokies; or if
on its 113th anniversary. Ross and
Cherokees across the Ohio river. After
Tsali did not give up. Scott promised to
Cover crop demonstrations on the
Members of the Society made many
trudging through mud and ice all across
hunt the Cherokees down to the last
WRITE A LETTER
farms of Hugh Gingles, B. L. Edmonds,
pictures of the Elkhorn Tavern and
Kentucky,the Cherokees arrived on the
man. After much preliminary conLetters to the editor are welcomed
and Marvin Hale were,started Aug. 25
counted that site of prime historical
bank of the Ohio River to find the river
!erring Tsali and his party went to
by Extension officials and the farmers.
and encouraged. All letters must be
filled with ice and too dangerous to
importance.
General Scott's headquarters and
signed by the writer and the writer's
Workmen's- examinations for apJohn Ross's wife died after they left
cross.
surrendered. General Scott ordered
address and phone number must be
plicants for jobs with the Tennessee
Hopkinsville, and tradition has it that
Tsali, his brother and eldest son shot by
included for verification. The phone
Valley Authority on Gilbertsville Dam
The bitter howling wind sweeping
several Cherokees were buried in the
Tsali's own Cherokee warriors who had
number will not be published.
now under construction will be given at
over the Ohio was too much for the
meadow across the creek from the
accompanied him. General Scott kept
Letters should be typewritten and
the Murray High School building on
exhausted, ill-fed, and sick Cherokees.
Elkhorn Tavern.
his word and there on the Qualla
whenever possible
double-spaced
Sept. 3 and Sept. 10.
Hundreds died and were buried in
The Trail of Tears leads from
Reservation in North Carolina dwell
be on topics of general
and
should
shallow graves on the bank of the Ohio.
Elkhorn Tavern along the old PrinTsali's Cherokee people to this day.
interest.
Hazel's Independent Baseball team
The weather was so severe and
ceton-Fredonia road to a point on
Editors reserve the right to
defeated the Murray CCC Camp team
unrelenting that the soldiers marched
Livingston Creek near the site of
This is the end of Mrs. Whitehead's
condense or reject any letter and
to win the championship of the Jackson
the Cherokees back along the Berry
Centerville. There isn't anything left of
account of the Trail of Tears. Anyone
limit frequent writers.
Purchase League.
Ferry road to a place called Mantle
Centerville, which was once the county
who would like to read further about
Address correspondence to:
The Krystal Smith Dancing School
Rock where some protection could be
seat of Livingston County, except
this event can find accounts of it in John
Editeri The Murray -Ledger-Awill reopen in Mai lay on Sept. ft.
fa-Vom the bitter cold. Hundreds
lonely little cemetery and its cedars.
Collier's Indians of America, and Grant
Times,Box 32, Murray,Ky.42071.
Births reported include a boy to Mt. From
more perished and are buried at Mantle
Littleton Groom we learn that
Foreman's Removal of Indians.
and Mrs. Raymond Shell on Aug. 26.
Novis Riley's acquaintances and
relatives gathered at his home on Aug.
14.in honor of his birthday.

Echoes From The Past
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Trail Of TearsPart III
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Our Service Is
Beyond Compare

50 Years Ago
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Elected as directors of the new
Murray Milk Products Company plant
here were S. W. Hind. T. H. Stokes, W.
S. Swann, R. H. Falwell, T. 0. Turner,
L. D. Oitland, and J. A. Dulaney.
Deaths reported this week include
Hoyt Parker. age 19, Mrs. George Ann
Gingles, age 84, Mrs. J. W. Jetton, age
70, Charles Waldrop, age 56, Mrs.
Minnie Allen, Joe Houston, and
.Mrs.lAicy Jane Miller.
Dr. W. H. Graves, J. W. Wade, and
Ed Filbeck have been named to the City
Health Board by the Murray City
Council.
New Concord High School with Matt
Sparkman as principal will open on
Aug. 27.
, Murray Ledger & Times
Mrs. E. B. Houston, chairman of the
national advisory committee of the
Publisher
Walter I. Apper4I
Editor
R Gene Meristriv
Woodmen Circle, will attend the
The Murray lodger IL Tunes is publiat
meeting of that group in Brevard, N. C.,
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4. Chf tmai Day. New Year's Day and Thankeatrow
next week
Murray Newspapers. foe . i131 N 4th ,
Mr and Mrs. Vernon Hale and son,
Murray. Ky 4.1071 Second Class poetage Pael at
Murray,
Ky.431171
Solon, and Mrs. Roy Farmer' have
SUBSCRIPTION RATF-S In areas served
returned from New York City where
carrwrs. $2 SO per month, payable in advar,e
isj
.1.1brallteCiumbgebblasillastagh.bane,*,
thrychave been buying newlei reedysen,,M=1=1;
1
01;4
(
117
11 and
Urwear for Crawford-Hale Company,
Palk
me'
• --”earisrusilarvaw
jal 03 pee—
Murray.
per.
Mt. and Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft and
Member et Airoclated Pre,Kentucky Pr
Association Bid Southern Newspaper CubIia?ra
-sea Erie, Alice, and flee Keys have
Association
left for a three weeks motor trip
The Asanclaterl Press is exclusively entitle,t to
republish oralI
news originated by The Murray
through the New England and Eastern
I edger & Times as well as all other AP news
'
states.
„EPHONV NUMBERS
Romero Off e
The Walter I. Main Circus will
Classified Advertising
'rIg
Rebid Display Advertising
present a performance along with a
,
153.1510
orculatIon
...
, 7$3.111111
parade through the city of Murray on likiNews
and sports MIK.
7$3-151$
.
Sept. 12.
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At,
Pat Watkins

Jerry Graham

Fred Herndon

Roy Garland

Service Advisor

Parts Manager

Service Manager

Body Shop Manager

These men have many years of combined
experience in automotive repair. All to
wove that only ibe_ hest will. do for-our.
custpmers.

701 Main

Parker Ford, Mo.
For Direct Parts Service
Call 153-4125

753-5273
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The Calloway County Conservation District Supervisors
present the following report to the people of this county.
The supervisors are Albert Wilson, Clifford White, 0. A.
Bogard, Jamie Potts, Milton Walston, Charles Guthrie, and
Thomas Armstrong.

Gully erosion can be controlled by installing
rock structures like this one on the Thomas Scrugg
farm. Thomas and John Clendenon,SCS, supervise
construction. 7 rock structures were installed and
7 ponds during the year.

Cropland acreage is on the increase in the county with
more marginal acres being cultivated. Some of this land put
to the plow is not cropland. Many acres are not seeded to
cover crop after the row crops have been removed.
Sediment and erosion are occurring on these poorly
managed acres. Good farm management, with conservation
practices, will be needed on all this land.
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During the year, 245 landowners and operators were
assisted with planning and application on their land. 30 landowners were assisted in preparing complete conservation
plans on their farm. 128 landowners applied practices on
their land during the year.
The Calloway County Conservation District is a member
of the Kentucky Association of Conservation Districts and
the National Associations of Conservation Districts.

This is tile installation on the Frank Overby farm.
Tile drainage improves soil tilth, crop yields, and
provides a longer growing season. Those landowners who installed 50,000 feet this year-will
recover the cost in 2 or 3 years through increased
yields.

This report cannot list all of the accomplishments of conservation for the year nor can it recognize all the dedicated
landowners who are concerned and practice conservation
on their land.

Thomas Scruggs and Joe Faughn were presented•
the Master Conservationist Award for having
completed more than 90% of their farm plans. The
award was presented at the District's Annual
Awards banquet held at the Colonial House.
The District presents awards to groups and individuals who have excelled in conservation or
aided the District in promoting conservation.
Honor Awards were presented to Bobby Allen
and Kenny Imes for their assistance to the district
in promoting conservation.
William Rice was presented a plaque by the
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Company for being
the Outstanding Co-operator in 'the District last
year. Also awarded at the banquet were those
students from the county and city schools chosen
as winners in the Conservation Essay and Poster
Contest.
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Jackson Purchase .
Production Credit Association
305 N.4th

II,UTSON

I

753-5602
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West Railroad Avenue
753-1933

P.O. Box 508
Murray, Kentucky
Bel-Air Shopping Center 753-1781

-Hri-wr Bank of
Murray

- .--: — '

The removal of surface water stioulate doiietn
a safe manner by installing waterways and diversions such as the one above being constructed. 19
acres of waterways and 5000 feet of diversion ditch were installed this year.

Soil erosion cost you money in loss of top soil,
soil moisture, plant nutrients and crop yields.
Practicing conservation does not cost it pays!
PLAN YOUR FARM AND FARM YOUR PLAN.

The Go Ahead People

.

1
ger
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Lir

The public concern foe-our--uatural resources
was expressed at the soil and Water Resources
Act public meeting held at the MSU Exposition
Center. Sixty-eight people attended the meeting
with soil erosion and land use being their No. 1
and 2 concerns.

The dry summer has greatly affected corn
production in the county. This no-till corn on John
L Tucker farm withstood the dry weather because
of the moisture holding capacity of the residue.
One thousand eight hundred eighty-six acres of
cropland were adequately treated and 1625 acres
of minimum tillage were applied this year.
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Murray Business News Briefs
•

Murray Sport and Marine Adds Mopeds
fun, way to putt around town. Moped information this pagel
as the math reason to try and
"These machines come market the bike in this area.
from Holland but we consider
ourselves lucky because we "A lot of restrictions where
are mid-way between two of dropped, niaking this the fun
Batavus' warehouses." "If we way to cycle," Morris stated.
need parts, or more bikes we "We have four of the bikes
can turn to the Evansville, or ourself and find them the fun
the Atlanta warehouse," inexpensive way to putt
Morris stated ''We also do all around . town."
of'our own service work here
In addition to the sales and
and plan to attend a special service
on the bikes, Morris
repair school in September,"
and his sister will also offer
he added.
the many accessories for the
Morris cited the change in bike.
Kentucky statute (see KRS
Murray Sport and Marine

Murray Sport and Marine,
718 South Fourth Street, has
recently announced a new
addition to their boat and
motor business.
Ralph Morris and his sister,
Lavica Zambella, have just
added the Batavus moped to
their business, to make up a
new moped division.
The Batavus moped is a
motorized bicycle from
Holland that has just arrived
on the American transportation scene. Boasting a
whopping 150 mpg, the
Batavus, as well as other
moped, is gaining wide acceptance as an economical,

111111‘

KRS Moped Regtlations
-

By virtue of enactment of H13-25 by the 1978 General Assembly, Mopeds will no longer be
classified as motorcyles in Kentucky beginning June 17, 1978.
To come within the classification of a Moped the vehicle must meet all of the following
criteria.
Be a pedal bicycle with a helper motor rated no more than two(2) brake horsepower; and
It A cylinder capacity not exceeding fifty(50) cc; and
An automatic transmission not requiring clutching or shifting by the operator after the
drive system is engaged; and.
Capable of a maximum speed of not more than thirty (30) miles per hour.
Any two or three wheel vehicle not meeting one or more of the listed criteria, regardless of
size or horsepower, would fall within the definition of a motorcycle under KRS 189.285 unless
• excluded by some other statute such as farm tractors under KRS 186.010, 189.010, etc.)
Mopeds are excluded from the following requirements:
1. are not required to be registered;
2. are not subject to the Financial Responsibility Law;
3. are not subject to compulsory insurance provisions;
4. are not required to have a brake light but must give a stop signal by manual or
mechanical means.)
Mopeds are required to have the following:
1. at least one but not more than two headlights;
2. a tail light;
3. a rear view mirror
Moped operators are not required to wear helmets or eye protective devices, but are
required to be licensed operator. The law permits operation of a moped by the holder of a
regular operator's license, a motorcycle license or a license limited to mopeds which is
issued after the applicant has successfully passed the examination for an instruction permit.
' Since mopeds are motor vehfcles under KRS Chapter 189, they are subject to traffic
regulations and accident reporting applicable to other vehicles therein, but can not be
operated on Interstate or other limited access highways where Minimum speed limits in excess of30 mph are in force.
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Free Demonstration Ride
SAVE i

$39950 ph.t. .

3 Models
VA,HS
& Bronco

.

/

718 S. 4th St.

4

THE BEST PROTECTION
':LIFE INSURANCE
FIRE INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE

"I've got
the Shield!"

KENTUCKY FARM
BUREAU

kanaten. Apo hms saw*ohm 1,.....ant 1'54/spiel rtl SAAtr
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Ronnie Ross

309 S. 5th

2101. Maim 7S3-44111
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Murray Sport
& Marine

•

-
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Introductory Special*

"How'd I get that storm
ge repaired so quickly?"
4
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Two'out of 3 Americans .sere
insured in 1977 by legal reserve
life insurance companies in the
U S., the American Council of
Life Insurance reports.
The average insured family
owned an estimated 537,900 of protection, the Council said, up
$2.500 from a year earlier. While
the amount of insurance per family
has risen steadily every year. it is
still loser than many financial experts suggest.. A family should have
life insurance equal to four or use
years of disposable personal income. the experts advise.
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Insure 2 of 3

Pictured on new Batavus Mopeds from left are Betty Morris, Lavica Zambella, Toni
Zambella and Ralph Morris, all connected with Murray Stort and Marine. The Batavus
mopeds is part of the new moped division just added to their business located at 718
.
South Fourth.

will answer any questions on
the Batavus moped and offers
free demonstration rides to
anyone that wants to try the
new bikes.

This page is
written for
and sponsored.
by the Murray
Business
Community

753-7400

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
Group Insurance Specialists
Serving West Kentucky & Tenn,
Representing

—

NAT T. IROACO
R. TERRY 00101
753-4703

GOLDEN RULE LIFE INS. CO.
Phone: 753-7273
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: Electricity naturally flows to ground through anything
that wW conduct or carry current.
You are a good conductor of electricity.
To prevent your contacting electric lines; your power
distributor spends 'thousands of dollars each year
placing them out of normal reach. But under certain
conditions, they can still be _dangerous. Don't
'Learn how to live
safely around power lines. A few minutes spent learning the facts could save you from serious injury or
even death.

SAVE WITH
ns:Blvd.
1300--;:h—
Murray, Ky.

-

SECURITY FEDERAL
Savings & Loan Association

EQUAL HOUSING

LENDER

759-1234
*'

New

Money Market Certificates
Month's

•

For example, August 24th through August 30th
the rate is 7.72% which is '4% more than the
treasury bill.
Each Week's Rats is
Iliad on ths Treasury Auction

Never install a TV or radio antenna within falling
distance of a power line. If you have such an installation, move it to a safer location. Ask your power
distributor for help.

••••

401 Olive

753-5312
4

$10,000
Minimum Deposit

New
8 Year. Certificate

80/0

8.33% Effective Annual Yield
11,000 Minimum Deposit
*

Passbook
Savings

- Murray-Electric
System

MI accounts are insured up to S40,000 and interest is
compounded daily from date of deposit to date of withdrawal. Passbook accounts may add to or withdraw at any
time. Certificates require S1,000.00 minimum. Dividends
may be withdrawn monthly, quarterly, semi-annually, annually as the depositor may choose.

Golden
Passbook

12 ON 24-MONTH

30 MONTHS

48 NORTH

6 YEARS

Certificates Certificates Certificates Certificates *

90 Days

1
2% 7%
51/4% 5%12 61/2% 634%. 7/
6.31% Effective
Annual Yield

5.92% Effective
Annual Yield
$500
0. oM
Minimum
siint

6.72% Effective
Annual Yield

6.98% Effective
Annual Yield

7.79% Effective
Annual Yield

8.06% Effective
Annual Yield

10
•*

(Substantial fonalty for Early Withdrawal of Cortificates)
0
* CNNISTISAS COB ACCOUNTS URN 6% INTEREST*
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Big Mac's
Sporting
Goods
Open
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Big Mac's Discount Sporting
Goods opened for business
June 26, 1978. As West Kentuckys' newest and one of the
area's largest sport centers,
they offer complete sport lines
of Hunting and Fishing
equipment as well as marine,
camping, archery and many
other outdoor sports.
Big Mac's is located at 713
So. 12th in Murray and
although the building and
location is new, it is staffed by
a veteran organization.,
Owned and opered by M & M
Distributing, Inc., they have
been active in Sporting goods
for several years as a lease
department in a local
department store.
According to Jerry McConnell, president of the
organization, a successful
operation of this type requires
three things; competitive
prices, good merchandise
selection and service after the
sale. At Big Mac's we try to
offer all three. Robert "Bob"
Schumacher, General Manger
of Big Mac's Sporting Goods
has many years of experience
in sporting good sales and
service. Bob has much
knowledge of rifle and shotgun
balistics and reloading is his
speciality.
Hours for Big Mac's are 9:00
a.m. to 9:00 p.m. Monday
through Saturday and 1:00
p.m. to 6:00 p.m. Sunday. In.
the near future they intend to
expand their lines to include
basic hardware, basic electrical, backpacking, athletic
clothing and shoes.
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Arson
What You
Can Do
"Arson may be America's

fastest growing and most expensive crime, but there is
something the average citizen
can do to help stop the arsonist," said Ralph J. Jackson,
loss prevention manger of
Allstate Insurance Company.
agencies
"Enforcement
and civic organizations, with
the help of concerned citizens,
are starting to develop campaign, around the country to
effectively investigate suspicious fires. But there is
another front to this battle;
that _is educating the public,"
Jackson said. "Few people
realize that the approximately
$6 billion That goes up in
smoke each year because of
'arson comes out of their
pockets through insurance
rates, taxes and jobs."
A community action guide,
Put The Heat On The Arsonist,
developed by the Allstate
Insurance Corn n , outlines
an
w a in ivi.0
munities can do to make
arson riskier for fraud criminals and a less attractive
outlet for those who burn for
revenge or thrills
"The public can take action
in their own neighborhoods,"
he said. "The program covers
the basics of protecting your
own home or business to organizing a legislative push for
new laws designed against the
arsonist."
The guide suggests for example, that individuals
Eliminate the fuel that
arsonists use Juveniles and

arsonists with psychological
problems tead lo use materials
that are readilir-available such
as wood piles,',papers and
leaves.

ite

Secure the home,or business. Properly securing a

building makes it more difficult for an arsonist to gain
access to start a fire.
Re alert. If anything looks
suspicious in the neighborhood, report it to the local
police.
"These are only a few of
the areas discussed in the
guide. We believe this guide is
a strong step toward helping
the community and public
officials to take action."
The arson problem has
been dragged -out of hiding.
As the country finishes reeling
back 'From the enormity -orthe _ protium...Akre. lot_
stop it before it grows even
larger.
, For a free copy of
Allstate's community action
program on arson write: Put

ates
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The Heat On The Arsonist,

•

*
*
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c/o Ralph J. Jackson, Loma-Prevention Manager, ,Allstate.
Insurance Company, Allstate
Plaza F-3, Northbrook, IL
90062.

Pier I Store New To
Bel Air Shopping Center
Europe, .4t Asia,
Africa, San Francisco, is today an
Central America and the international
corporation
Middle East secure most of with over 3,000 employees.
the popular Pier I items.
The original 16 stores were
-Pier I has long been the basis for rapid exfamous for its extensive pansion. Over the past 119
selection of rattan and years, Pier I has grown into
wicker -furnishings from the largest retail importer in
Hong Kong, China, the the nation. The $100 million
Phillippines, Italy and Spain. company, listed on the New
The store's owners are Chairs, loveseats, occasional York
Stock
Exchange,
etageres,
plant owned subsidiaries such as
Steve and Martha Andrus, of tables,
stands and headboards are Wolfe
Murray.
Nursery,
Pottery
popular items.
Shack, Pasha Pillows and
The Fort Worth, Texas Southwestern
Textile
Pier I carries unique and
based company has made Company.
gathered
items
unusual
The new store hours are
own considerable progress since
worldwide
by its
its founding in 1962. What 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday
Buyers
merchandising staff.
began as a three-store ex- through Friday and 10 a.m.
are constantly looking for
periement by Tandy Cor- to 5 p.m. on Saturday's.
exotic
made,
beautifully
poration and -Cost Plus of—
items to complete the
merchandise mix. Trips to

Pier I Imports, Inc.
opened its first store in the
West Ky. area on August
22nd. Located in Murray,
Ky. in the Be! Air Center U.
S. 641 South, it is one of
over 300 Pier I locations
operating throughout the
United States and Canada.

111111111NT
ARTING GOODS

L

OPEN
9 9 DAILY
1 6 SUNDAY:

Steve and Martha Andrus

We at the

Hometown Ford
Rents Cars?
Yes We Sure Do!
• The fact is that we are ,.,ry much in the
Auto Rental Business.
• Remember we are never very far away and
can give you that personal service.

Pictured from left to right are Joni Scott, cashier, Jerry
McConnell President, and Bob Schumacher, manager, all
of Big Mac Sporting Goods. The New store located on 641
south has just opened and features hunting and fishing
supplies as well as other outdoor gear.

RENT-A-CAR

PARKER FORD

§.

RANA' NOTES
Sometimes credit is tot,
easy to obtain and
people get too deeply in
debt. They should talk to
creditors and try to find
solutions. Debts can often be refinanced or
consolidated so that
repayment is possible.

by Bill Dud

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to
Big Mac's
Ralph Morris
Lavica Zambella
Steve And Martha Andrus

153-5213

101 Main

We're always available to counsel with you on
any money-related problem. Let us help you find
a workable solution.

PEOPLES IBANK

MemberFDIC

KY ,

'
- ••-• '•271, 4,4:4113,1;
:4;••

r•
•,*

•
r'

'4"
f",."•,411.

A-4k

r

r•-k

te",:%:' 134":
7{1.1

The

Murray Insurance
Agency
We represent the finest Insurance companies
in the business, such as:
* St. Paul Fire & Marine
* West American
* Western Surity
* Fireman's Fund American Life
*1Vety litunpshire Insurance Group
.1t.Contineritalinsurauce

* Fidelity and Deposit
'111 Fireman's Fund Insurance Co.
* Hartford Insurance Group* Home Insurance Co.
• Kentucky Insurahce Co.

DANE11011S
WORK
Most people don't think so . . . until it too late.
Putting up an antenna within falling distance of an electric
line is risky business at best . . . deadly business at worst.
Last year, 92 people were killed and 156 were injured
installing home antennas.
Never install an antenna Whe`ee it can fall on an electric wire.
Or next year you could be just a number.

Nal,

Bel-Air Shopping Center

7534751

West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation

•

Murray - Mayfield.

1
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Mayfield Clobbers Lone Oak

Henderson Thumped
By Evansville in Opener
Thomas Highland,s was idle.
2 Bishop David of Jefferson touchdown run in the third
by The Associated Press
—State AA: Mayfield and
Boone
5
Lexington • period, and No.
meets
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — County
tied for the second
Corbin,
Henderson County had the Bryan Station and No. 3 St. County slipped by Covington
rankings, posted
the
in
spot
the
on
17-14
Thomas Catholic
meets
home field advantage, but Xavier
victory
identical
almost
strength of Jeff Alig's 24that only served to stimulate Jefferson.
respective
their
in
margins
A rash of thunderstorms yard field goal in overtime.
Mick Schnell of Evansville,
clubbed
Corbin
of Greenup County, tied for openers.
postponement
caused
Ind., Reitz.
Taylor
Roy
as
27-0
Hazard
Henderson
with
including second
games,
Schnell guided Indiana's some
Mayfield
while
twice,
scored
prep
football Warren Central's match with County, was idle.
top-ranked
downed Lone Oak 28-0. No. 5
4
No.
AAA:
State
—State
of
Campbell
Fort
4
over
34-20
No.
a
decision
team to
Heath blanked Union City,
edged
Simpson
Franklin
County, Ken- A.
Henderson
Tenn., 21-0.
In other games Friday Allen County 7-6 on a onetucky's second-rated State
2
No.
A:
—State
and
Phillips
yard run by Joe
AAAA team. The burly involving ranked teams:
collared
burg
Harrods
Kirvy Jernigan's conversion
—State AAAA: No.
fullback charged thrive'
28-6 and No. 3
Creek kick, while No. 5 Covington Ludlow
Tates
Henderson County for 207 Lexington
got by Dayton 15Bellevue
Simon
mauled
yards and scored three nipped Shelby County 7-3 on Catholic
12.
Fort
2
ruining Gary Copeland's one-yard Kenton 35-13. No,
in
touchdowns
Henderson County's season
opener before an overflow
of about 7,000.
crowd
High gridders look on during a workout. The
Henderson County took an
Thomas Kendall (right) carries the ball as Coach Mark Brody and other Murray
lead
before
12-0
early
Tigers tackle Reidland Friday in their season opener.
Schnell paced the Reitz
p.
Staff Photo by Torn Wane.
comeback. In addition to
scoring on runs of 17, 4 and
7 yards, Schnell set up
Reitz' other two scores with
runs of 64 and 29 yards.
Henderson County was one
Make this "COMPLETE RECREATIONAL
of four ranked teams to
taste defeat in the first full
WORLD" your headquarters for your visit
weekend of football action.
me."
ahead of
to WALT DISNEY WORLD
Simpson, rushed for 118 yards
No. 5 Doss of Jefferson
top to stay.
by The Associated Press
A disgusted Denver Coach
and
n
touchdow
a
to
and
15-14
yards
fell
AAAA
especially
County
was
Shula
Luxurious informality! Beautifully appointed rooms and
Now you didn't think the
Red Miller said, "For the
pleased at the Dolphins' Simpson scored on a 62-yard first time since I've been No. 4 Stuart, fourth-ranked
suites, completely air-conditioned all with Color TV.
Buccaneers
Bay
Tampa
ii •days/7 olgate—reem acceeldeedatieee
49ers won
Middlesboro of State AA was
their — defense in the final minutes. pass play as the
••••••t•r,
tverobetpert
ts aed..set
Orange Peel Coffee Shop
all
r immul
sfers
va
traa
pueshos
tl-trip
witasen
mum
•• Itese
Courts
Tennis
and
would' win
Lighted
•
outplayed
were
we
here„
contest.
upset 6-0 by Morristown,
"It was a great job by our their first preseason
Fishing*
Pro
preseason games, did you?
Tennis
.
Resident
•
outhustled
Hofer credited his ofTenn., West and unranked
defense, especially on that
• 2 is te Walt Meney World Met
Ping Pong
The team that debuted in
• Unique Tennis Boutique
Fred Steinfort's 20-yard
er, S-Adveritere
for his fine
line
Tuitst ssaMa vene.
admisidee
fensive
surprised
said,
he
Prestonsburg
stand,"
goalline
Baths
Sauna
per
to
Atlanta
the National, Football League
boosted
Boating*
goal
&
field
Sailing
•
the
against
nce
performa
stopping
9-6,
Frankfort
Miami's
• Admisales lets The Dart Caotheent/ Botch
Escorted Tours
in 1976 by losing all 14 alluding to
victory while the Eagles got
• Golf Privileges
&miens, MAMMA Me transfers
.
Crush."
"Orange
inCounty,
ry
plays
3
Montgome
No.
four
on
Bucs
the
• Complimentary banspertatiee is & from
regular season games, then
Olympic Heated Pools
a pair of short scoring runs
Green
Putting
Premises
On
•
them
blew
really
"They
6a
Point Oaf CIM, illimping Mall,
IS
line with
0-1-1, tied Madison Central
lost its first 12 last season side the 3-yard
Aushus Lamm Chums,bask
Game Rooms
• Priyate Beach*
he said. from Jim Betterson
there,"
of
out
play.
6.
to
left
minute
New
• UuINaIisl day/eiskt tamale. Court
defeating
before
Children's Play City
privIlsps
• Water Skiing/Instructor*
were blocking five besting the Jets.
"They
the
AA,
McKay
State
of
John
Somerset
Coach
Tampa
had
Louis.
Orleans and St.
• May Of WM 'limey Wend •freak
Lawn Games
Directors
Social
•
in
for
team
d
ready
top-ranke
eirimpame IN rem el=
was
Iced
Of
only
WM
he
its admitted
of
three
all
won
• Laundromats
• Fed mil maws• Cemplimestary sauna
Sir Lancelot Lounge
•
.
clobbered
which
‘
Friday,
campaigi
action
regular
the
before
s
exhibition encounter
• Tortoise Lounge*
41-0.
• Nitely Dancing &
Holmes
Covington
the Bucs open Sept7-2
rO aille al""lichsids luingss and Pees
batim'
FfTl
Friday night.
• Planned Activities
Entertainment
State
York
of
New
Green
Bowling
the
against
old
their
But the Bucs met
*
• The Oyster Bars Restaurant
Per person
• Cocktail Parties
AAAA, Russell Of AAA and
friend, defeat, at the hands Giants.
Restaurant
Camelot
•
idle,
well,
were
A
very
of
e
play
Paintsvill
didn't
"We
who
4 in room
of the Miami Dolphins.
• Bartke's Dinner Theatre
Trinity of Jefferson
teams are pitiful,
while
special
our
team
24Michigan
Florida
of
the
Battle
allowed
the
took
By the Associated Press
8 Days • 7 Nights
• Gift Shop
but we will change some of
Then. County opens its season
20.
STEVENS POINT, Wis. — to tie the game at 6-6.
• Shuffleboard*
is
Rate AprIl 22 to December 15,
this
Valley.
think
against
tonight
really
I
it.
walk
a
l
with
intentiona
away
walk
an
do
after
"We
Mich., utilized
." McKay Allen Park,
In other games tonight'
bases
lot of respect for Tampa,, enough preseason
four walks and two errors to which loaded the
55
ranked teams, No.
involving
said.
-who
Boomer
Williams.
Dave
Doug
especially
*At South Resort
score three runs in the ninth again,
action
NFL
other
In
the
Tonight he proved just how
PHONE (813) 884-7561
nip had homered earlier in
beat inning Friday night and
contest, also walked to send
gpod ha was." said Miami .Friday, San Francisco
to
7-6
Ky.,
o,
Owensbor
Denver 24-13, Philadelphia
II=1
Coach Don Shula.
NMI MN MB NM II= =II nil MI NMI MEI Mil
across the deciding run.
I II= IM
• Free Courtesy Cat Service
Jets emerge the only..undefeated
ON,
Ky.
—
LEXINGT
four
RESORTS
BEACH
scored
INN
AY
had
o
CAUSEW
• . While Williams. the All- blanked the New York
to and from airport
Owensbor
double
the
in
•
team
33607
s 5-foot-7 Randy I CourtneyCampbell Causeway TAMPA, FLOR ,DA
aFnaccliolitthieesr selected points
American quarterback out of 14-0 and Atlanta topped elimination
Great Lakes tunes in the fifth inning to Kentucky'
O Commercial Travelers r] Disney World Package 1.: Vacationers
Grambling, completed 16 of Washington 10-7.
take a 6-1 lead. Val Norris Brooks intends to fill in a
Legion
American
regional
•
Package
Excellent Meeting Room
- Honeymoon
n Family Groups
In games tonight, San
•GoltPackage
34 passes for 216 yards and
singled, then scored on a while at fullback this season,
tournament.
baseball
York
New
but says, "My main goal is
a touchdown. Bob Griese Diego visits the
Steubenville, Ohio, had triple by Mark Richard. to
NAME
is at
• Free Self Parking
stay healthy."
singled
Anderson
Keith
er threw for three scores, in- Giants, Baltimore
adtook
but
hit
only one
Considering his size and
cluding a 66-yard bomb 'to Detroit. Cincinnati takes on vantage of an error, two across Richard, a pair of
• MODERATE RATES
ADDRESS
Nat Moore to put Miami on Green Bay, St. Louis battles wild pitches and a hit batter walks loaded the bases. Ken the rigors of the position,
at
is
belsAtgent.
owr:urasve
Heekynou
that might be considered a
Kansas City, Buffalo
• Se
CITY. STATE, ZIP
n, Ill., 3-1 Hodskins singled in a run
Pittsburgh to defeat Barringto
lofty goal, but Brooks said
Minnesota.
an
scoreoton
another
and
by
doubles
of
while a pair
DISCOUNT SALE
TAMPA, FLORIDA
he wasn't worried.
travels to Dallas, Houston
Johnson and Rod error.
Continuous Aluminum hosts New Orleans and Los Clay
Larson in the 100 inning
Angeles is at Oakland
GUTTERING
Point past
nationally powered Stevens
a
NBC) in
Custom-marls at your ecr- Beach Grove, Ind., 8-1 in
by our factory-on-rine@ 5
televised contest.
other third round games.
Get BIG lb% discount
On Sunday, Cleveland is at
Allen Park (2-0) was to
dial 753-2310
New England for another
_Offer expires Met 31
play Stevens Point 0-11 this
national telecast 1CBS).
lle
for FREE estimate
Seattle opened the long afternoon, and Steubenvi
(2-11
o
Owensbor
face
to
(2-1)
the
of
weekend
final
exhibition campaign Thur- tonight.
A pair of walks and an
sday with a 16-7 victory over
on the shortstop loaded
error
41
Chicago, which lost all four
scrool. Itrrati( h 4.•
for Allen Park in'
bases
the
games.
of its preseason
Sentbside Slapping Center
A fielder's choice
ninth.
the
00-$.30
Paul Hofer, a backup
Moos -SM
on the catcher
error
an
and
O.J.
behind
running back

Enjoy your Florida Vacation
at the Exciting

oayse_vvqy Inn

Despite Losing,Tampa Bay Bucs
Should Improve Dismal 2-26 Mark

BEACH RESORTS

Could
you say
"NO!"
to this package?

Allen Park Whips
Owensboro In Legion

5
77
$9

Brooks Not Worried

Scars

Captain Ws.
Back To School
Classroom Kit.

e ant To See You
In A New Ford Fairmont

Ron V1r righl

• 2 Pencils
• Pencil Sharpener
• Memo Pad
•r Ruler
• Metric Scale
•Captain D's First Mate Patch
For Your Books
• Sturdy Plastic Zipper Bag
For lour Notebook

At Any Price!
Gel our deal today on the '78 Fairmont and you'll be driving
one tomorrow! Our deal is that great—and so is Fairmont. Easy
handling. Roomy going.90% of the interior room of cars like
Chevy Impala. Beautiful styling. The car that's right for today
and for years to come!Choose from 2-door sedans,or
4-door wagons, too.

• W1abels

• PLUS
$9.05 of Valuable Captain D's
Coupons

The Sale Is On Today!

A10
$

-

Come See One Of Our Friendly Salesmen Today
- Good Selection Of Color & Models During

Captatstirs.

54 VAItE
.111,

••••

ONLY
NOW
19
1
$

Larry Scott 759-1811
Ron Wright 753-0156
Paul Garland 759-1661
James Parker 753-8160
Joe Parker 75.1-2656
John Hutching 759-1916

PADUCAH de MURRAY
WHILE SUPPLY LASTS
4

Fabulous Fairmont Trading Days

Parker Ford Inc.
701 Main

"Now Ideas From Illarray's Oldest Car Dealer"

753-5273

FA West 753-3064
Canoe Jones 753-3471
David Parker 7U-5u")
John Parker 753-1633
Don Chrisrnan 753-146,3
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usual.
"They did an excellent
job," said Butch Wynegar of
the Minnesota Twins, whose
team lost to Toronto 7-3 in
the afternoon, the first game
effected by the umpires'
walkout. Joe Sawchuck, a
40-year-old
graphic
illustrator, worked the plate,
Al Contant, a 24-year-old
soft-drink deliveryman, and
Rich Patinas, a 22-year-old
schoolteacher, umpired the
bases. Until Pannas arrived
after the first inning, Twins
Coach Jerry Zimmerman
and Blue Jays Coach Don
Leppert worked the bases.
"Sawchuck
seemed
to
know what he was doing out
there and appeared to have
all the confidence in the
world.
.

High School
Grid Scores

No-Hitter Escapes An Oriole
Again; Guidry Picks Up 18th

• inct
dseeture

sy Car Service
airport
elected points

by The Associated Press
isn't easy but its a lot more
Their one day in the consistent.
spotlight over, the men who
"One thing I couldn't
filled in as major league understand were the guys
umpires now return to the complaining
about
the
everyday rigors of normal condition of the baseballs.
life. They take with them a Where we umpire, we get
lifetime of memories.
one for nine innings."
"It was fantastic," said
For their night's work, the
Les Treitel, a 28-year-old stand-ins were paid $102,
meat packer who worked based
on
the
yearly
home
plate in the Chicago- minimum of $16,500 paid to
"I'll have to admit one to 28 junior varsity players game," Outland said.
Cincinnati
game
Friday umpires.
thing. Those that have stuck and 22 frosh — "an increase of
Marty McCuiston, a starter night. "It was just like
"We didn't even know how
with it have really put forth a about 14 over last year," at guard, may miss the first
looking through a picture much we were being paid,"
lot of effort," said Calloway Outland says — who are contest due to a deep muscle
window at Johnny Bench noted Jeff Brown, an inCounty football coach Stan preparing for their respective pull in his back.
and
those guys."
surance man who umpired
Outland.
.
season openers next week.
Tim Holsapple is still out
"It was a dream come second base in the Kansas
He was referring to the 50
The freshman travel to with a pulled thigh muscle, true," said
Robert "Curley" City-Texas
game.
"It's
junior varsity and freshmen Crittenden County Thursday, and sophomore Brad Bryan
a
59-year-old strictly
an
ego
thing
gridders who have been hard while the JV's are at Marshall may miss due to a sprained Clement,
department store manager though."
at work since practice opened County Friday.
wrist.
who handled third base in For
the
players
and
in mid-July.
The Laker junior varsity
the California-Boston con- managers,
Richard
though,
turned
an
Young
the
"There were a few that open at home — which will be
test.
games were not an ego trip.
wanted to come out for foot- Roy Stewart Stadium this ankle when he stepped in a
Bill Robinson, a security For them, it was business as
ball when school started season — Sept. 5 against hole on the practice field,
guard at a private school,
happens
area
to
the
which
be
back," Outland said. "But we Webster County.
umped behind the plate in
didn't allow it. That would
The frosh play their first in front of the high school.
the Boston game, calling it
only be doing a disservice to four games on the road before
The future Laker field, "a
million
dollar
oethe kids that have stuck it hosting Ballard Memorial presently under construction,
portunity. I worked for this
out."
Sept. 28.
will not be ready for use until in the minor leagues and
The 1978 Laker football
The Lakers have been next fall.
never made it. Maybe
season will consist of only a hitting every day, according_ .See those footballs?,"
by The Associated Press
somebody upstairs is looking
junior varsity and freshman to Outland, but have eased up Outland said, pointing to
Anderson Co 34 Eminence 0
out for me."
Ballard Memorial 12 Fulton
schedule. Calloway County a bit this week and worked on several lying on the grass.
People upstairs in the Co 7
will begin a Clam AAA varsity conditioning.
"They're not just there. We've National
Bardstown
34 Lou Shawnee 8
League
and
schedule in 1979.
Barren Co 32 Metcalfe Co 6
"We're trying to heal • got them strategically placed American
League
offices
Co
Bath
12
Johns Creek 0
The 50 gridders break down everyone in time for the first to fill the holes in the field."
were looking for anybody
Bellevue 15 Dayton 12 OT
Berea 7 Rockcastle Co 6
with umpiring experience
Boone Co 17 Coy Catholic 14
after the Major League OT
Breathitt Co 32 Leslie Co 0
Umpires Association voted
to strike Friday morning. 0 Breckinridge Co 7 Nelson Co
Butler Co 27 Grayson Co 6
All 13 major league games
were handled by the fill-ins 0 Caldwell Co 20 Crittenden Co
and in just one, the OaklandCampbell Co 21 Harrison Co
New York contest, was there. 2.
Clark Co 10 Rowan Co 0
any controversy.
Clay Co 25 Bell Co 6
by The Associated Press
1, Boston defeated California
Indians 2, White Sox 1
Corbin 27 Hazard 0
The
regular
umpires
"In the fifth inning, Rick 6-0,
Detroit
Rick Waits pitched eight return
defeated
Danville 20 Russell Co 13
to
work
today
under
Dempsey said to me, 'Let's Milwaukee
E Carter 8 Fairview 0 OT
6-3,
Texas innings of four-hit ball
but a federal court injunction.
E
Hardin 19 Oldham Co 2
go throw a no-hitter," trimmed Kansas City 7-2 when he gave up a leadoff
Evansville
Ind
Reitz 34
Baltimore's Dennis Martinez and Toronto beat Minnesota single in the ninth, Indians, Their one-day replacements Henderson Co 20
go
back
to
teaching
schools,
Fern
Bullitt
Creek
recalled, "and I said, 'Why 7-3.
32
Cen
Manager Jeff Torbog gave
selling fork lifts, walking a
not?"
All major league games him the hook. Jim Kern
Fle1m
4 ing Co 20 W Carter 6
beat as a policeman or trai
Because he had to -pitch
Franklin Co 20 Bourbon Co 0
were officiated by amateur,
managOg
preserved
restaurants.
victory
the
Franklin
over
-Simpson 7 Allen Co
the seventh inning, too. minor league and collegiate
Al Forman, who called 6
the
White
with
Sok
11th
his
That's why not.
umpires due to the strike by
Taylor Co 6
Martinez,
the
third
major league umps. Only in save. Buddy Bell and Gary balls and strikes in the A's- ' Hancock Co 26 Ohio Co 6
Harrodsburg
28 Ludlow 6
singled
home Yankees game, may have
Baltimore pitcher this month
New York, where Oakland's Alexander
Hart Co 18 Caverns 12
to take a no-hitter into.the DaVe Revering was ejected Cleveland's runs off Fran- had the toughest time of any
Heath 21 Union City Tenn 0
of the fill-ins. He threw
Fiopkinsville-Trigg Co, PPd
seventh inning and the third for throwing his helmet after cisco Barrios.
Oakland's Dave Revering rimGIaS'4°w 22
to lose it, gave up Bill
being called out on .strikes,
Jeffersontown 7 Westi5ort 0
out of the game when the
• Tigers 6, Brewers 3
Jessamine Co 27 Laurel Co
Stein's two-out single, then
was
there
anything
Milwaukee's Mike Cald- A's first baseman, protesting 14
settled for a two-hitter in the resembling a controversy.
Knox Central 12 Cawood 0
a called third strike, threw ppd
Orioles' 5-0 victory over
after first period, rain
Stein lined a 2-2 pitch well, gunning for his 17th
his
victory,
helmet
was
shot
down
by
at
Lewis Co 21 Maysville 14
the
ump.
Seattle.
cleanly to center field to
Lex
Henry Clay 12 Woodford
"The only reason I threw
Ron LeF-lore's three-run
In
the
rest of the
break up the Orioles' third
Co 8
him
homer
Detroit's
out
four-run
in
was
because
the
Lex Lafayette 34 Boyd Co 14
American League, New York
no-hit bid in the last 17
Lex Tates Creek 7 Shelby Co
helmet hit my foot," exripped
Oakland
7-1, .days.
3
second inning. Rookie Kip plained Forman, who umCleveland nipped Chicago 2Lou
Ballard 33 Lou Seneca 7
Yankees 7, A's 1
Young got the victory, pired in the NL from 1961-65
01.I Butler 14 Eastern 0
Ron Guidry's 18th victory,
Lou Central 8 Western 7
although
ire... needed before being dismissed "for
Lou DeSales 26 Lou Atherton
achieved on eight innings of
eighthinning
relief
reasons
from
I
still
don't
know."
0
MISS YOUR PAPER?
five-hit ball, wiis overLou Durrett 28 Southern 7
John Hiller after C.ecil
"I didn't find out until
shadowed
Sobscribors Moo hove not
by
Reggie Cooper hit a two-run
Lou Iroquois 31 Moore 27
homer after the game how far he
Lou Stuart 15 Lou Doss 14
Jackson's
received their boant-delivered
grand
slam for the Brewers.
threw it. I tried to be as
Louisa-Pikeville, ppd rain
homer,
a
sixth-inning
copy of The Murray lodger t
MC
Napier 28 Jenkins 0
inconspicuous as possible
tiebreaker,
d ardaiisnonville-Christian
and
Mickey
Tomos by 5:30 p.m. Monday
Co,
Red Sox 6, Angels 0
when I threw him out. The ppd
Rivers' two solo shots.
Boston's Dennis Eckersley fans don't
friday or by 3:30 p.a. on Satyr.
Madison
Cent
6
Ariontgomerr
pay
to
see
the Co 6
Jackson got the ball out of baffled California on four
(tie)
days ore orloil to call 753-1116
Marion Co 13, Campbellsville
the stadium when he had to, hits to run - his record to 8-0 umpires umpire. They pay
&Minion 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.,
12
to
see
the
players
play."
•
pulling
John
a
Henry at Fenway Park and 15-5
Alowiey•Fridirii, or 3:30 p.m.
Marshall Co 35 Reidland 0
So, usually, does Treitel.
Mayfield 28 Lone Oak 0
Johnson
pitch
around
the
overall,
the
most
games
he's Only this time he was being
and 4 p.m. Sistettlays, to laws
Meade Co 35 Lou Male 6
right field foul pole for his ever won-in a major league
delivery of the newspaper. Calls
Mercer Co 12 Lincoln Co 9
paid to watch the players
18th
homer
of
season,
the
Morristown
season.
Tenn 6 Mid
Jim
Rice's
32nd
must be picked by 6 p.m.
dlesboro 0
his second grand slam of the homer, a third-inning shot perform.
weekdays at 4 p.m. Surtordays
N SWIM 8 Lou Waggener 7
"It's so much easier at
year and seventh of his off former teammate Don
N Hardin 22 Webster Co 7
to powcontee delivery.
Newport 26 Conner 13
career. He now has 1,001 Aase, gave Eckersley all the this level," said Treitel.
_
"but that doesn't mean it's
Newport
Cath
35 Simon
career RBIs.
runs he needed.
easy at this leval.-Umpiring Kenton 13 •

Laker JVs Open Season
Friday; Frosh Thursday

Oa-

—1

Substitute Umps'
Skills Are Praised

Nicholas Co 13 Rich Madison

Gottfried TV Show
- Debuts On Sunday
Murray State Football
With Coach Mike Gottfried
will make its debut Sunday
at 10:30 p.m. on WPSD
Channel 6 in Paducah.
The initial show was
taped at Stewart Stadium

Tiger Season Tickets
Are Now Available
Murray High football
season ticket holders may
pick up their tickets at the
Board of Education Office
next week. The Tigers open
their season at Ty Holland
Stadium against Reidland
Friday.

terested in purchasing one,
at $10 for the four-game
home schedule, may
contact Eli Alexander at
753-4363.
Student season tickets
will be On sale in all the city
school on Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday:'$3
There is a limited entitles the student to
number of reserved seats' admission to avery home
still available. Those in- game.

Calloway Booster
Club Lunch Set
The Calloway County
Athletic Booster Club will
sponsor a football kickoff
lunch at the high school
cafeteria Sunday at 1:30
p.m.

6
Owensboro Cath 20 Oboro
Apollo 6
Paris 21 Owen Co 6
Pikeville 33 Lone Jack 0
lileasure Ridge 7 Fairdale 6
Prestonsburg 9 Frankfort 6
Providence Ind 6 LaRue Co.
0
Raceland 12 Morgan Co 6
Russellville 22.McLean Co 0
Scot/ Co 21 Carroll Co 6
Somerset 41 Coy Holmes 0
• Tell City Ind 20 Daviess Co
6
mpkinsville 21 Green Co
12
rimble Co 14 Henry Co 0
irgie-Betsy Layne, ppd rain
Warren Central-Ft Campbell,
ppd rain
Warren
East
34
:Todd
Central 0
Whitesburg 17 Lynch 0
Whitley Co 7 Evarts 0
Williamsburg 36 Lynn Camp
16

last week and will feature a
preseason look at the 1978
Racers.
Future shows will be
taped at the studio, where
highlights of the previous
game will be shown.

All football

players,

parents of players and
cheerleaders will be guests
of the club. All others are
invited at a cost of $2.50 a
plate.
Following the dinner, the
Club's September meeting
will be held

Racer Club Dinner
Slated For Monday
The Racer Club, ,formerly the Big M Club,
will
hold
a
dinner
meeting at the Holiday
Inn Monday at 6 p.m.
The
introduction
of
Murray State Football
Coach Mike Gottfried and
his staff will highlight the
event. A preview of the
coming
year,
and

especially the Southeast
Missouri season opener,
will follow.
All Racer Club members, as well as any
interested
persons
in
becoming a member, are
invited. Those attending
may pay for their meal
following the affair.

Get Your

at

18uritingilam Ea!,
Dixieland Center
AM.

Denim Khaki - Corduroy - Elastic
Straight legs & Flates

Over 500 Light Fixtures On Display In Showroom

Any Light Fixtures ON DISPLAY 1/2 Price Or Less
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OPEN
ATTENTION
The Classified Ad Department of the
Ledger and Times is at present in the
process of changing to computer typesetting.
WE request your indulgence and ask that
you check your ad carefully to determine
if it contains any errors or has inadvertently been left out.
If you discover errors in your ad please
call

753-1916

,Crossword Puzzler

a

Answer to Endal. s Punk

0MO 0000 A
0033 MOO 033
U10 000 000030
13013 300 mo
moo OEM mno
cr0000oao
pop
UOU 00
EMU 003 0013
03001 033 DM
333 333 000
10133003 330 MO
UM 3333 0030
011110 3000 000
38 Indefinite
amount
40 Encircle
43 Pennate
48,-Cancel
48 Wearies
51 A continent
iabOr
53 Roman gods
56 Female
icollOO I

2. NOTICE

58 Writing imblement
60 Born
61 A state
labbr
62 Symbol for
nickel
64 Chinese di s
lance measure
66 Conjunction

wreath
2 Absorb
4c.wewske

CLASSIFIEDS FOR MORENEIN RESIIIIS

/53-1621
153-6952
153-9332

A Periodic settlement of
accounts has been filed in the
Calloway District Court by
Dorothy McRae, committee
Maynard,
for
E.M.
Incompetent. Exceptions to
this settlement must be filed
in the Calloway District
Court on or before September 13 1978, the date of
hearing
Francis W. Shea. Clerk.

Kitchen help wanted
apply in person at the
Holiday Inn, Murray,
Ky. 42071.

753-5131

/59-4141
Society
Coewebensive
Care
7534622
Pao Caseol . 753-75U
Suit/ Citizen
753-0929
*Nein,
753-11E8
lows To Read
153-221*
Foster
Parenting
153-5362
Airport
489 1414

T.V. SERVICE
CENTER

.00.1

0 in

u.•••

1578

United Feawie S,i,dicate, Inc

It's A Fact
Free Gift Wrapping
Is a specialty at
Starks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!

6-2-6

TUESDAY
is Bargain Nita
$3

a car load
at the

POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
for part time help. Hours 5 to
9:30 p.m. Apply In person at
Roses Dept. Store.

HELP
WANTED
Interested
in
Traveling? Vehicle
furnished. Travel expenses paid. Good
Commissions, Interesting work conditions. Applicant
must be 18 years old or
over. Apply in person
to
FERNY MORRIS
SEED CO.
Stephen Seals Drive
follow limitorky

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES
All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
-be submitted by 12
noon, 'the day before
publication.
reader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
day
the
before
publication.

POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
for maintenance man, hours
8-5, 5 days a week. Apply In
person at Roses Dept. Store.

S. LOST & FOUND
LOST GOLDEN
male
Cocker Spaniel, from 500
Broad St. Call 753-1462 or 753
3190. -

SMALL WHITE female dog
looks like Benii REWARD!
Call 753-4110 after 5

WHAt...WE 60 best is care ATTENTION!
Young
Needline, 753 6333
Housewives. Would you like
to earn $75.00 for 15 hours
work. Call 753-0674 for an
interview.

Swimming
-Pools

Central Shopping Center
753-5865

Western Ky. Pools

442-9747

1,.....•••

WHY HE NEEC5 AN
AUTOMATIC 000 -OPENER
15 BEYOND sitE

NANCY
..._
ERNIE 15 LAZY TODAY- -LET'S GIVE HIM AN
EASY STRIP TO DRAw ,
_./

X RAY
TECHNICIAN
registered.
Need
immediately. Contact Personnel Office, Community
Hospital, Mayfield, Ky.
42066. 1-502-247-5211.
1. SITUATIONS WANTED
10. BUS.OPPORTUNITY

G. HELP WANTED

8-26

FOR SALE:1978 16.3; Mark
Twain 140 In and out. Call
527-3964 or 351-8065.

DO YOU want the finer
things In Life? Earn full time
income In spare time. Call 1554-5278

'77 JET boat and trailer, 18'
with Oldsmobile engine used
4 times. 527-8171

USED DOORS-kitchen vent
hoods-used sinks, Formica
sink cut outs for table tops,
sale cheap-at Roy's Carpenter Shop at Drive-In
theatre entrance.

1977 SUMMERSET ski boat,
161
/
2 ft., 175 horsepower
Evinrude, Brown and gold
metalflake. Call 753-8647.

USED REFRIGERATOR
19,2 with ice maker, In good condition. 1 Automatic Sears
washer. 753-8604.

641 N.

22. MUSICAL
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos. Lonardo
Piano Co., across from Post
Office, Paris, Tn.
Mll`SIC
LESSONS Immediate openings for
piano, organ, or voice
lessons. Experienced
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons age 6
and up-beginners to advanced. Rental purchase
plan on piano and organ.
Clayton, Dixieland Shopping
Center, 753-7575.

West Ky.
Appliance Center
Sales & Service
7S3-4471

16. HOME FURNISHINGS

PIANOS & ORGANS-large
selection available, rentalA FULL Size Maple bed wih purchas
e plan available.
springs
and
mattress. Selection-qualit5c-price
5100.00. 753 8998.
cannot be beat anywhere.
Shop for yourself and see.
COFFEE Table,
two In- Open Friday's till 8:00.
tables by Lane, large sturdy Claytons,
Dixieland Shopgood condition. 753-1858.
ping Center, 753-7575.
DINETTE SUITE with 6
chairs, 2 occassional swivel
chairs, one rocker, 3 piece
bedroom suite, springs and
mattress, GE washer and
dryer, pictures, tables, etc
Call 753-9036 for appointment
to see after 5 p.m.

SELMER FLUTE, used 1
year,. excellent condition
Buescher Alto saxophone
Call 498-8281

SPINET-CONSOLE
PIANO FOR
SALE

FOR
SALE frost free
Westingthouse refrig. Like
new, 3 year old also 30" GE
stove, excellent cond., also
Big Jack C TV antenna and
rotor 189-2367.

12. INSURANCE
FOR SALE: Rollaway bed,
Hollywood bed mattress,
HOME OWNERS Insurance couch and chair. Best offer.
25 discount if house is not Call 753-4821.
over 5 years old and within 5
ADDRESSERS
WANTED
immediately!
miles of town. See 'Wayne FOR SALE: Tappan Stove
Work
at
home-no
Wilson
at Wilson Insurance floor model, coppertone like
experience
necessary-excellent
and
Real Estate, 302 N. 12th. new, $125.00. Wood desk, full
pay.
Write American Service, 753-3263.
size, $60.00. Message table,
8350 Park Lane, Suite 127,
oriental table, neon sign
Dallas, 75231.
3'x5', 2 wicker chairs,
- 14. WANT TO BUY
oriental furnishings. Call
JR. GIRL Scout uniforms. after 6 p.m. 753-5281.
BABYSITTING in my home. Sizes 8-14, Call 489.2510.
Own transportation. 753-6115
GOLD BROCADE couch, 3
after 500 P.m.
WANT TO buy, Go-cart. Call cushiOn, matching chair,
$100.00,
3 living room tables,
435-4568.
$75.00.
ELECTRONICS TECHN- WANT TO BUY a used air
ICIAN for national company, conditioner from 2100 BTU to NEW COUCH, love seat and
good fringe benefits In- 7700 BTU. Call 753-4726.
chair. Phone 753-5108 after 6
cluding paid vacation, sick
p.m.
leave, hospital and life In15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
surancewith malor medical
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
benefits, first class FCC
licensed desirable however
AUTHORIZED
ELECTR16 Asir
technical work experience
OLUX Series and Service in
will be considered. Please
Paducah, call 443-6469. In
Patterrit
send full resume to P.O. Box
Murray, call Tony MonOf vinyl cushion floor
32 S Murray Ky 42071.
tgomery, 753-6760.

26. TVFOR SALE 21
Call 753 8905.
FOR SALE:
color TV. $325.
9569.

20. SPORTS EQUIP.

FOR SALE:1978 23' Prowler
trailer, fully self-contained
Call 527-3984 or 354-8065. -

Freezers
Room Air
Conditioners

IBM Executl
Excellent con
753-5136 after

Wanted: Responsible
party to take over
spinet piano. Easy terms. Can be seen
locally. Write: Credit
Manager, P.O. Box
207, Carlyle, II. 62231.

TRUMPET FOR sale: Ideal
for beginners. $75. 753-9569.
VETTO CLARINET In excellent condition. 753-2483 or
753-7330.
21. MISCELLANEOUS
FRESH LARD for sale. 40
centslb. Bring your con
talners. 753-8109.

SONY COMP
track, turnt
radio, speaker
track. Call 7
27. MOB. H
12 x 60 2 BR
excellent C
room, 489-277
12 X 60 2 BR
excellent c
room, 489-277
OR SALE:
/
2 bat
BR, 11
carpeted, f
house furni
pinning, tie-d
Awnings. Ex
Call 753-0035.
28. MOB.H
2 BR MOBI
East Elem.
2 BR TRAI
water furnis
0957.
FOR RENT
home, extra
only, near un
required. Ph
753-3482.
NEW
B
overlooking
the lake.
niture. Pat1
shed, must
and -deposit.
5519.
MOBILE
mobile home
at Riviera
3280
21. HEATI
ALL NEWL
painted ou
living room,
ded. In Har
After Sund
30. BUS.
OFFI-CE BU
from Murra
available
Phone Max
1975.
31. WAN
TVA EMP
housing, N
Murray. Cal
1502 or 618WANT TO R
who will sh
Cell 753-3141
32. APTS
F URN I SHE
ENT, upsta
Street, living
combination,
and bath. $I
utilities. Cal

ONE SET OF Thurman truck
scales, weighs up to
50,000,
doesn't require pit 35,000 or
best offer. Also a Palamino
mare.
Contact
Toyiee
Barnett. 753-4776 after 6 or
7

on sale at Wiggins
Furniture,641 North.

Y

BEETLE BAILEY

4111161.•9

HELP WANTED W Igo ins
Furniture. Call 753-4566.

Paducah, ay.
PEANUTS

TRACTOR FOR sale. 1952
Ford Red Belly plow, disc
and loading boom.Fine
condition. Call 436-2427.

205 Sc. Sit

441.°lk

24. MISCEL

FOR SALE-Tobacco and
tomato stick. Call 489-2126.

pliances
Hodge & Son, Inc.

GRILL COOK -short hours.
Apply in person only. No
phone calls. Valley or. Inn
Rt. 3, Murray, Ky. 42071.

..001-< AT 'THE BRIGHT SIDE. WE
Social Concerns >TILL HAVE OUR CHARGE CARDS."
Committee and
2. NOTICE
2. NOTICE
The Ledger &
Times

WORLD
OF
SOUND
IS
COMING
TO
TOWN

FOR SALE, one neavy duty
wagon with bed and sides
Call Ellis Popcorn Co., 7535451.

We Buy, Sell Or Trod*
Used Furniture or ap-

,40

A final settle of accounts has
been filed in the Calloway
Disrict Court by March l Orr,
executrix, of the estate of
Dimple Orr Jones, deceased.
Don
Exceptions to this settlement OOPS,WE omitted
must be filed in the Calloway Chrismans name in fast
Inc.
Ford
Parker
weeks
ad.
Disrict Court on or before
September 13, 1978, the date
of hearing.
Frances W. Shea, Clerk
Following
THE
Estate
fiduciary appointments have
been made in the Calloway
District Court. All claims
against these estates should
be filed wih the fidduciary
within six months of date of
Qualification.
Terry
Glenn
gibson:
Deceased
-Dora Geraldine Chilcutt, 405
South 10th Street, Murray,
Kentucky,
Administratrix
Ruel Frank Overby, Rt. I,
Almo, Kentucky, Deceased
Frank Albert Overbey, Rt. 2,
Murray,
Kentucky,
Administrator
Ellis Wrather, Rt. 1, Alm°,
Kentucky, Deceased
Magilene Belcher, Rt. '1,
Al mo,
Kentucky
Administrator
Bessie
Jones,
Dexter,
Kentucky, Deceased
Charles K. Jeffrey, Rt. 1,
Kardin,
KentuCh.Y
Administrator
Ronnie Earl Boyd, 1605
Dodson
Ave.
Murray,
Kentucky, Deceased
Bobby
E.
Boyd.
CoAdministrator and Patricia
Gail Boyd, Co-Administrator
1605 Dodson Ave., Murray,
Kentucky.
Frances W. Shea, Clerk.

19 FARM EQUIP

BUS DRIVER for Cornprehen ve Care Center. FOR SALE, formica and
art,
lamenated
Morn in
and
afternoon Wilson
plastic, sizes 2'x 4'-4' x 12'
routes. Call 753-6622.
at 50 cents per sq. foot.
DAY AND NIGHT shift, Cabinet door hinges at 10
cents
per pair. West Ky.
male and female, apply In
Person, Burger Queen, North Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue.
15th, Murray.

If You
Need Them:

Nies
A periodic settlement -of,l twee
accounts has been filed In theAmami
Calloway Disrict Court by
Besse V De Moss, Executrix
Nes*
of the estate of Harry E.
DeMoss,
deceased. EINNoct

IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE

S. HELP WANTED

A periodic settlement of FOR WATKINS Products.
accounts has been flied in the contact Holman Jones, 217 S
Calloway Disrict Court by 13th phone 753-3128.
Frankie Lax, Committee forim
Erma Lee Bradley, im
competent. Exceptions to
this settlement must be flied
In the Calloway Disr lot Court
on at before September 13,
1978, the date of hearing.
Fin
153-1441
Frances W. Shea, Clerk

Exceptions to this settlement
must be filed In the Calloway
Disrict Court on or before
September 13, 1978, the date
of hearing.
Frances W Shea, Clerk

to enable us to rectify our error.

degree
ACROSS
Abor
1 Young
4 Public vehisheep
5 Norse god
cle icollor2
9 Limb
5 Soso /2 Brother of
6 Leave
Jacob
7 Negative
/3 Persian fairy
pretty
4 Fish eggs
8 Nothing
15 Exists
9 Macaw
16 Walk
10 Artificial lan18 Meadow
guage
20 Pronoun
11 Pronoun
22 Spoken
17 Preposition
24 Snatch
19 For exorable
27 Pintail duck
Solo
21 River duck
31 Peer Gvnt s 23 Italian- curmother
rency
32 Crown
25 Task
34 Decorate
26 Go away
311 Senior grade 27 Looked
tebbr 1 •
__ fixedly
- 37 Partners
28 Man's name
36 Slowly Mus 313 opera bY
41 Stir, gocl
Verdi
42 Brag
()wash JSIA Adjust
and
15 Greek letter 35 masculine
47 Leave out
. 49 Sea eagle.
% Lairs
52 Wife of
Geraint
54 Decimeter
tabbr
55 Scold__
57 GreS0
59 Printer s
measure
61 African anelope
63 Toward shelter
65 Slave
678e ill
68 Covers
69 memo...adorn
DOWN

I. LEGAL NOTICE

CI1M UMW hoW9 8.c.ss w

-6-Al?..?4
0- ac/S'11

L

VERY GOOD!
THATS EXACTLY
WI-IERE YOU'RE
SUPPOSED 70
BE

Waitresses
Wanted
Immediately!
Guaranteed $2.50 to
$2.75 for two week
training period then
higher wages after
training period. Day
shift only, hours 7
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. Apply in person only to
Hungry
Bear
Restaurant 1409 W.
Main. No phone calls
please.
Aeimpriono&

ATTEN
FOR SALE, wheelchair and
bedside commode, both
excellent condition. Call 7536074.
FOR SALE: Baby crlb,
scales,
strolier,clothes,
dinette set $15.00. color TV
8,40.00,ca11759-1951.

Unemployed Youths
16-21 Years of Age
•••
Immediate
Employment Opportunity
Cs..

Contact "

Calloway County Board
of Education
2110 College Farm Rd.

Fist

Murray

B & J HYDRAULICS
We rebuild hydraulic and air equipment. We have
high pressure hoses and fittings.
Hwy. 1348 off 84 East

436-2788

Lots and lots and lots of lots
If you are interested in a lot on which to
build or
put a mobile home, we have it.
lf lots in Blood River Estates from

$1075

19 lots in Panorama Shores from $2150

Your
Message
Makes
Bigger
Splash...
HERE!

I DO
PACE
MYSELF
• .2.-

THE PHANTOM
WHAT'LL ji4Ey oo‘111
WHEN TI4EY •
FIqr
? /4141 7\1
Ct

IT'LL 8E1(
INTFRFSTING fA

#rxr MSEK:VERY miTOReSTINti!

Nawspnper advertising is
*kr ?loving a party line
10 OK. _entire firculotionl
Place your missoge today'

Miiirray
Ledger 8r Times
Phone 753-1916

3lots in Westwood Subdivision from $3500
2 lots in Kingswood Sub.$3500 each
2 lots in Baywood Vista both for $2000 or lot
M72
$500, lot 0/200 $1500

Whateve,
Possum
Kentucky

2 lots in Croppie Hollow Sub. $2500 for both
1 lot in Keniana Lakeshore Sub. $4400
1 lot on Hwy. 121 S. approx. 1 acre $3800
5 acres off Hwy.444 $5000
15 acres plus mobile home Om older house
$1,000
If you want honest,courteous,knowledg
able real
estate service, make the change so many
other
people hitee. Whether buying or selling
come to

The Nelson Shroat Co.,REALTORS
759-1101

74e
OF or.

-HELPING PEOPLE IS OUR BUSINESS

"

Evrinnos
Marie Hicks 759-1056
Lou Ann Philpot 753-6843
Nelson Shrnat 759-1716
ave McGinnis 753-6536
Sam Harris 753-8061

!inn 'Fair

11 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES,
Saturday,

EQUIP.
one neavy duty
bed and sides
• • orn Co., 753-Tobacco and
Call 489-2126.
FOR sale. 1952
cIty plow, disc
g boo m.F In*
II 436 2427.
TS EQUIP.
1978 16.3; Mark
n and out. Call
544065.
•
1978 23' Prowler
self-contained.
or 354-8065. t and trailer, 113'
•Ile engine used
0171
RSET ski boat,
75 horsepower
rown and gold
Call 753-8647
SICAL
PIANOS and
pianos. Lonardo
ross from Post
, To.
LESSONS openings for
.n, or voice
Experienced
th degrees in
te lessons age 6
'loners to ad
ntal purchase
no and organ.
'eland Shopping
5.

OR
tillable, rental'Ian available.
•uality--price
beat anywhere.
rself and see.
y's till 8:00.
•Ixieland Shop753-7575.
LUTE, used 1
lent condition
Ito saxophone

-CONSOLE
0 FOR
ALE
Responsible
take over
o. Easy terbe seen
rite: Credit
, P.O. Box
le, IL 62231.

FOR sale: Ideal
. $75. 753-9569.
• RINET in ex
Mon. 75324$) or

LLANEOUS
• D for sale. 40
log your con
8109.
F Thurman truck
• ha up to 50,000.
Ire pit 35,000 or
• Iso a Perfamino
.ntact
Toylee
4776 after 6 or 7

24. MISCELLANEOUS

32. APTS. FOR RENT

26. TV-RADIO

33. ROOMS FOR RENT

FOR SALE 21 Inch color TV
Call 753-8905.

FURNISHED APT. for
married couple next to MSU
campus. New carpet and
decorations. Call 75,3-8585

FOR SALE: Zenith console
color TV. $125. Must sell. 7539569.

12 x 60 2 BR mobile home,
excellent condition, utility
room, 489-2774 after 5 p.m.

WILL RENT a room to one or
two college girls, will have
access to kitchen and
bathroom. Near campus.
12 x 60 2 BR mobile home,
excellent condition, utility
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
room, 489-2774 after 5 p.m.

311. RENT OR LEASE

FOR RENT-12 x 60 mobile
home, extra nice, two people
only, near university, deposit
required. Phone 753-3895 or
753-3482.

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

NEW j BR on 2 acres
overlooking cypress bay on
the lake. Home-type fur38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
niture, patio and storage
shed, must have references AKC
FEMALE St Bernard
and deposit. Cali Bill, 436Gentle disposition. Perfect
5519.
for breeding. $175.00 or best
offer. Call 753-1310.
and
HOMES
MOBILE
mobile home spaces for rent, FULL BLOODED male St.
at Riviera Courts. Call 753- Bernard. Phone 753- 2255.
3280.
GERMAN Shepherd puppies,
21. HEATING IL COOLING
male 6 weeks old, call 7530438
ALL NEWLY decorated and
painted outside. 2 BR, and MINITURE
Schnauzer
living room, and porch ad- puppies. AKC registered
ded. In Hardin call 753-6791, Call 436-5353
After Sunday cell 492-8306.
41. PUBLIC SALES
30. BUS. RENTALS
BIG YARD SALE. Many
OFFICE BUILDING across different items. 509
S. 11th,
from Murray Post Office, 8:00 Saturday,
August 26th.
available September 1.
Phone Max Brandon, 753- GARAGE ,.SALE -1214
1975
Dogwood Drive, Friday from
5-7 p.m., Saturday 10-6
31. WANT TO RENT
p.m. Clothing; Boys, 8-12,
Ladles, 9-11, Men, MedTVA EMPLOYEE need Large, 8-track reel-to-reel
housir.g, North or East or tape players with tape.
5 h.p.
Murray. Call collect 618-549- go-cart. $125. 23" used Zenith
1502 or 618-549-4781.
Color TV. -

Going Out
Of Business

We Will Close
Saturday, Aug. 26
pr.
*

Tao.- Kne

both

Price- Wne

All Aaross The U.S.A.
FOLKS ARE GOING THE
GALLERY WAY!!
YES! YES! YES!
Whatever your destination, Monkey's Eyebrou,
Possum Trot, New York City, Miami, Florida, Murra,•
Kentucky or anywhere in the U.S.A.

John Smith
Gallery of Homes
Will Arrange

use $14,000
gable real
any other
g come to

ALTORS

Ointer says soil this 3
kodroon, 11,4 WM brick wed
stow home 4 mkt south of
Morrey with 3 4- acres. Homehos west room with fireplace,
kitchen with all the extras.
Seedy te annotate resd pric
to self quickly.
New listing in Kezei-Nevrty
rinnadekd 2 bedroom house
ea comer lot. Nes central gas
heat, central sir, well insulfated, ilvusia.. siding,
with storm •iedevos end
doors. Priced to sell.

Guy Spann Realty
'tour Key People
In Reel Estate

753-7724
901 Sycamore

Murray,

AMPHITHEATRE - seats
1200, 2 extra lots for expansion and parking. Stage
and dressing rooms, 6000
system,
lighting
watt
completely fenced, on Hwy
68 between Aurora and
Jonathan Creek, The Mecca
for Ky Lske Tourists. Ideal
for theatre work shop, local
theatre groups, entrepreneur
could use for all types of
businesses. THE NELSON
SHROAT REALTORS. Uncle
Jeff's Shopping Center, 7591707.

Purdim I Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate

A Smooth Move
Call Us Today!!

John Smith,
Realtor

RETIREES DELIGHT. . . A delightful setting, 1 acre only 2
miles from lake, has 2
bedroom mobile home
plus a 2 bedroom furnished cottage for
potential rental income. Also workshop,
large
garden,
strawberry
patch,
fruit trees, grape
1,ineyear. Total Investment Only $13,900.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.

/1111.1111•111111101111111M
HOUSE AND 6 Acres Here
is that rare home buying
opportunity of a good home
plus acreage plus close to
town location at a reasonable
price Three bedroom brick
home with central heat and
air and low utility bills. Lots
Of the great outdoors with
apple trees, garden spots and
outside building suitable for
horse stable or storage
Phone us right away, Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY 7531222.

REAA
QUAI

753-8061

-in

Business
Since 1956"
. 753-5646
/
NEED THREE bedrooms
two baths, near city schools,
family room with Franklin
fireplace, priced in the 30's
??? We've got it! Need
financing? We've got that
too! Call 753-1492 LORETTA
JOBS REALTORS or 7531499

Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch

WOODED
LAKE
LOT: 12 x 60 mobile
home with 13 x 16 addition. 4 bedrooms, 1 u2
baths, living rm.,
dining rm., kitchen.
Some furniture. This is
an ideal retreat only
one-quarter mile frorki
the lake. Priced right!
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.

NEAR THE UNIVERSITY Two bedroom brick home, 2
blocks from University.
Earn extra income with
upstairs
one
bedroom
apartment with outside
entrance. Full basement,
central natural gas heat and
15' x 20 ' brick storage
building are extra nice
features. Priced to sell fast
only
$31,500.00.
Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY 7531222.
OPPORTUNITY FOR your
business Now available up
to 3400 square foot of carpeted, air conditioned,
centrally heated, secured,
building to develope your
own
business.„ ideally
located. .ideally designed for
expansion. Oh yes, we have
available financing for you
too! Unbelievable? Try Us!
753 1492 LORETTA JOBS
REALTORS.

SO2 Maple
753-4347

"NEW, year round,
lakefront
home,"
brand new, "never
been lived in," 3-4 BR
lakefront home. 2
story, 2,000 sq. ft. of
living area, 2 bath,
central heat and air,
plush wall to wall carpet, well insulated
fireplace,
cypress
wood deck on 3 sides
All the extras you
would expect in a
quality built home and
at a down to earth
price'
Weekends& Evenings Coil
Joe KIV11111011436 5676
Bud Nell 753 468
Pere arevity 753-804
Dort tucker 153-1930

PRICE
REDUCED!
bedroom carpeted, walk -In
closets. 2 baths, 2 car garage
with a storage room, central
gas heat and electric air,
entry hall, living room, large
den with wood burning
fireplace and dining area,
kitchen with dishwasher and
disposal, built-in stove with
hood, food center and many
cabinets. Central vacuum,
Patio with grill, Intercom,
landscaped, near
high
school, 80.4 Minerva Place,
753-0196 or 7517906.
THREE BEDROOM brick
house, Bath and a half,
double carport, Outside
storage, central heat and air,
carpeted throughout 804
Broad Street. 753-8375.
47. MOTORCYCLES

SIDE MOUNTED tool boxes.
Kcening commercial grade
for long bed pickup. $200 Per
pair Call 753-7537.
49. USED CARS
30-A Model Sedan. '$800.00,
753-3496 or 753-6883

1978 JEEP Honcho pickup.
AMFM tape, bucket seats,,
tilt stering, sliding rear
glass, wide wheels and tires
Call 753 4509 or 753 7357

DATSUN
Murray
Datsun Inc.
604 South 1211, Street
Phone(SM)153-7114
Murray, Kentucky 42071
GREEN 1974 DATSUN 8-210,
2 door sedan with air, AMFM
radio and only 43,028 miles
Priced at 52495 00 at Murray
Datsun 604 S. 12th Murray.

1976 DATSUN B-210, Only
19,717 miles. Dark blue
color,AMFM radio. Only
$3,025.00 at Murray Datsun,
604 S 12th Street Murray.

Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest-apartment above. •
Owner has other interest.- Price
-4110,000.--

Ohio Valley Real Estate

is

SO. USED TRUCKS

1972 CHEVROLET truck,
1978 HONDA 750 K, 400 miles. after 6, call
474-2347.
Great buy. Phone 753-5108
after 6 p.m.
1969 DODGE 0-300 truck. 1
Ion factory air, auto-power
1974 HONDA CL-200 WI h brakes and steering.
Original
helment, like new and 3834- BDL engine Power
like
resonably priced. Call 444- you can't buy anymore.
7824 after 5 p.m.
38,000 actual miles, long
wheel base with 12 ft. flat
1978 YAMAHA 650 Special. bed, and side mount tool
Perfect condition. Contact boxes. $2975.00. Call 753-7537.
Billy Dyer, 753-6038.
DATSUN PICKUP, truck,
1975 175 YAMAHA Enduro, 1977 model. Heavy
duty
good conditon. $325.00 call bumper,West coast
mirrors,
753-8212.
radio. Only $392500 at
Murray Datsun, 604 S 12th
48. AUTO.SERVICE
Murray.

1976 YI 400 Yamaha,
Excellent condition, $400.00 1977 DATSUN B 210 Hatchback, Only 33.536 miles.
call .• 21 9
Has AM-FM radio, $3795.
Murray Datsun, 604 S. 12th.
I I 0
1977 DATSUN B 210 2-door
KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST CONTROL
sedan. Nice gold color. 30,818
100 South 13th Street
miles, $3625 Murray Datsun,
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
604 S 12th.
Phone 753-3914
ROACHES-SILVERFISH-SHRu8S
DATSUN PICKUP, 1974
model with bumper. Only
$2425 at Murray Datsun„ 604
S. 12th.

701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301

South 12th et Su oeirwor•
Ye, F PHONE
753 051

17. MOTORCYCLES

PHONE
502-685-4961

DATSUN L'Il Hustler, Green
1976 model with AMFM
radio, Tripod Mirrors and
bumper. 44,150 miles. Only
53.550.00 at Murray Datsun,
604 S 17th. Murray.
LOW, LOW mileage. 1977
'model Datsun 8 210.4 door.
Only 10,269 miles! Air con Canting,' AMFM stereo, virryt.
top, side moldings, $412.5 at
Murray- 13113071711CITT:
MANY OTHER used cars
and trucks. Make Us an offer! Murray Datsun, 604 S.
12th.
1973 NOVA, 2 door, power,
alr, AMFM tape, Monte
Carlo wheels, 307 two barrel,
orange and black. Call 1,36
2427.

53. SERVICES OFFERED

53. SERVICES OFFERED

BYARS BROTHERS & SonGeneral home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding
and gutters. Call 1-354-0951 or
1-342-4895.

PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 7337149 afteer 6 p.m
1978 PROCRAFT Bass Boat,
115 h.p. Evinrude, 2 depth
finders, slIvertrol
1224
trolling motor, overland
trailer. 15800, call 753-7648
after 5 p.m.

BUSH HOGGING, North
Calloway County and South
Marshall County. 753-2418.
CHIMNEY CLEANING, bird
screens Installed, minor
repair work by Cliff Hemel,
Magic Hat Chimney Sweeps,
Call 759-4878.

SPECIAL
OFFER
Introducing new vinyl siding by
Alcoa. Free gutters with
vinyl or aluminum siding.
Call Byars Brothers and
Sons, 354-8951 or 362-4895.

CARPENTERS AVAILABLE
to do
any
lob.
Satisfaction guaranteed, 753GOLD 1974 model uarsun 6471 after 4 pm.
pickkup with AMFM radio,
bumper and mirrors, 33,833 DO YOU need stumps
miles. Only $2495 at Murray removed from your yard or
Datsun, 604 S. 121h.
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up 10 24"
FOR SALE: '74 Ford 3,4 ton beneath ground. Leaves only
pick-up with topper. Can be sawdust and chips. Call for
seen at Garrison Motor free Estimate, Steve Shaw,
Sales, off of Hiway 641N. Call 753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 436753-6000 between 6:30 and 43434.30 and ask for Frank.
FENCE SALES at Sears
GREEN 1975 model Datsun now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
pickup with only 20,932 miles. free estimates for your
Has radio, bumper and West needs.
coast mirrors. Only $3125.00
at Murray Datsun,1504 S 12th
FOR YOUR septic tank and
Murray.
backhoe work needs. Also
septic tank cleaning. Call
John Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
51. CAMPERS
436-5348.

1975 AUDI 100-LS, fuel injection, 4-D, ac, AM-FM,
tape, automatic, power
STUNNING
CONTEMPO- Brakes and steering, new
RARY- Glassed wall in foyer Michelin XSX tires, 24 mpg.,
brings one to the great room $3100. 7519866 after 5 Pm.
with bricked wall, ample
family sized kitchen,large 72 CHEVY pickup. Long
master bedroom with built in wheel base, AC, new paint,
desk and walk in closet plus 2 350 V-8. $119) or best offer.
other bedrooms and two Phone 753-7827.
baths.Ad one acre land two
miles from Murray and then 1973 CAPRI. Excellent
call 753-1492. LORETTA coindition.
Good
gas 28' FIFTH wheel camping
JOBS REALTORS
Mileage. 759-4822 after 5:00. trailer, sleeps 6, $3500, call
753-4588 or 753-8353.
THREE
BEDROOM 1976 CUTLASS SUPREME,
CHARMER -Just listed brick maroon with white vinyl 1972 MODEL COMBI Camp
ranch home with central heat roof. Power, air, AM-FM 8- 500 tent camper, sleeps 5,
and air, lovely laridscapted track tape. Wire wheel $37500. Call 753-0605,
lawn, fenced backyard and covers. Extra clean and
lots of other pleasent sharp. $4,200. Ca;I 753-6677. MOTOR HOME, 30 ft. excellent condition, new roof,
features ifethis dream home
Priced In the 30's. Located at 1973 CHRYSLER, New air ONAN generator, gas1619
Kirkwood
Phcine Yorker Broughan, Tan, full electric refrigerator, fur•
KOPPERUD REALTY 753- power and air, sharp, Only nished, AM-FM-tape-CB,
1222 for an appointment to $1875.00 at Murray Datsun sleeps up to 8. Side bath with
view this fine home.
rear lounge. Full self604 S 12th Murray.
contained and road ready.
WE HAVE just listed a COLLECTOR'S Item: 63 $9400.00. Cali 753-7537.
reasonably
priced two Corvair Van automatic,
bedroom home In a central motor
and
everything MINI-MOTOR home, 19'
location. This is in the rebuilt. $800.00 354-6217.
Special, $10,500. 443-1075 or
vicinity of 6th and Vine street
443-9643.
close to shopping downtown, 1977 CHEVROLET Caprice
school and hospital. The Classic
Landau.
Elec.
home included the drapes,
windows, door locks, cruise,
53. SERVICES OFFERED
refrigerator, stove and dish
tilt, AM FM,8'track. 7591107.
washer. Call JOHN
C
NEUBAUER REALTOR, 206 1972 DODGE Van, AM-FM- A COMPLETE Insulation
Cellulose,
FiN 4th St, 753-0101 or 753-7531 tape, fully carpeted, craigar Service,
to see this good buy
mags. $1500. 1972 Chevy New lberglas, foam, TVA_ approved.
Kentucky-Tennessee
Port Royal, 58,000 miles,
$950. Call 753,5399; after 5:30 Insulation Inc., Rt. 7, Box
44. LOTS FOR SALE
258, Murray, Ky. (502)-435call 492-8149.
4527.
FLORIDA PROPERTY, will
trade for motor home, 1974 SAAB-LE 2-door, ex- ALCOA ALUMINUM Siding,
cellent condition. 52695, 1973
Murray business lot or sell.
Priced,
Free
Ford Ranchro, "SHARP", Budget
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
Estimates.
Immediate
$1895.
Call 759-116L
evenings.
service. Call 437-4338 or 5271132.
FOR SALE by owner. Lot 11
/
2 FOR SALE: Good condition
miles east of Murray, on 1971 Lincln Continental, BACK HOE WORK, septic
good road and 500 ft. of Hiwy. 47,000 miles, loaded. Call 753- tanks, dirt and gravel
94 City water, no restric- 6581.
'hauling. Call 753-5808 or 753tions, not in a subdivision.
5706.
1975
GRANADA
40R,
$2,600.
Call Bob Futrell 753-7668
Burgundy-gray. 1975 Fiat
days and 753-2394 nights.
X19, Convt., $2,800 Blue, BEAUTIFY YOUR horn.
with light weight easy to
38,000 miles. Both clean, 1704
46. HOMES FOR SALE
install Eldorado stone. No
Greenbrier, 753-4981.
costly footing or foundations.
BY OWNER on Circarama
100
percent
fireproof
Dr. Brick, 3 BR, 11
/
2 bath, FOR SALE, 77 T-Bird, black
masonary product. Less then
living room and dining area with gray velvet inside. the cost of natural stone. Use
combined, family room and Extra sharp, Call 759-4515 for interior of exterior. An
kitchen combined, seven from 8-3.
excellent do-it-yourself
large closets patio with gas
Project or we will install. Buy
grill, landscaped lawn, '74 FORD Torino Sp station direct from our factory.
appliances and curtains with wagon new paint, good tires, Timber-Lodge Stone and
home. Ready for immediate AC, PB-PS 1425, Phone 753Fireplace, 706 N. Market
sale in desirable, quiet 7827.
Street, Paris, Tennessee
neighborhood.
38242. Phone 901-642-1328
1971 TRIUMPH TRB 42,000
FREE 1978 Buick Skylark actual miles. Excellent WILL HELP out in Tobacco.
with the purchase of this condition, Cali 753-9920.
Call 759-4859.
lovely 3 BR 2 fi)11 bath
11
Toyota
Corona
CLEANING vibraMark
1973
CARPET
"DOLL HOUSE". -Within
walking distance of the lake. wagon Automatic, air, new back, steam, dry cleaning,
Reasonable
You will get a complete tires, Excellent condition, references.
kitchen with a washer and $1250.00 call 753-3571 or 753- rates, free estimates. Call
8124
5
after
p.m.
753-5816.
759-4085
or
dryer that matches your
easy to care for home. Total
price for all 155,000. Call 753- 1073 TOYOTA Corona Mark •
II wagon, auto, air, new
4501.
tires. Excellent conditton.
1,250.00.
Call 753-3571 or 753HOUSE FOR Sale: Frame
house 701 5 9th. House must 8124 after 5 pm.
be moved from lot. For more
information call 753-5131 1966 FORD pickup, extra
sharp with extras. Call 753QUALITY SERVICE
extension 240
4112.

NEW
LISTING.
Three
bedroom bungalow on quite
street. Home is neat as a pin
with
maintaince
free
aluminum
siding
and
economic natural gas heat,
plus extra lot which would be
excellent for large garden.
House and extra lot priced
right • in the 20's. Owner will
give quick possession. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY 7531222.

BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

B.V. Bi-level, loaded
quality.
3
with
bedroom,2 bath, great
w/fireplace,
room
electric heat, wall-towall carpeting. Enjoy
peace and quiet in this
scenic location. Call
ApFor
Today
pointment.
Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.

BARKLEY UKE
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
Drive down Main Street and
take a look at this impressive
2 story home. Lots of living
area which includeds 4
bedrooms, study,--'dining
room,den, living room,plant
room, basement and central
natural gas heat Price now
only A35,000. Phone KOP
PeRUD ReAtTY- 753-1222
be home.

753-7411 Anytime
Evenings Call
Ron Talent 753-9894
Cynthia Gamble 759-139C
Linda McKinney 753-8567

"'BOY MAJORS..
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
"

527-1468 753 9625

Pf oaLif)ps

Ipot 753-6843

1-4116§16
11"
Pride:au:dud Services
With The Fmendly Touch-

Waldrop Realty

Donald
Tucker
Realtor

Professional Serviees
With The F nendly Touch

designed for you

or lot #72

WWI
WILSON

gn[K

Fixtures For Sale

II

FOUR PARTY yard sale,
September 26, old 641 hwy.
Blue house. Clothes, shoes,
dishes, and can opener.

"
I BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

0

JUST REDUCED.- This very
nice mobile home just off
Hwy 280 on large lot. Mobile
in excellent condition Best
underpinning, new septic
tank and field tile. Should see
for only $12,900. THE
NELSON
SHROAT
REALTORS. Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center. 759-1707

YARD SALE, 504 N 6th, Sat.
from 8-5.

WANT TO Rent to: Two girls PORCH
SALE 202 S. 12th,
who will share apartment. Sat. and Sun.
10-5. Antiques,
Southstde Court Square
Call 753-3141.
(kitchen
cabinet,
type
Murray, Kentucky
writer, records, bottles,
32. APTS. FOR RENT
chairs) Other furniture, dog
753-4451
house, dog fence. Call 753FURNISHED' APARTM- 6577
ENT, upstairs, 304 N. 4th
Street, living room, bedroom YARD SALE, Saturday DUPLEX for sale by owner,
combination, large kitchen August 26, 9 am -4 pm. Lynn Westwood subdivision. 2 BR
and bath. $100 per month phis Grove Road on left past brick, central heat and air,
carpet, refrigerator', stove,
Johnny Robinson Road.
utilities. Call 753-8170'
dishwasher, $40,000. Call 7534470 after 5 p.m.

nity

5

YARD SALE, all day
Saturday,
1627
Lock
Lomand.

43. REAL ESTATE

RECENTLY REMODELED
FOR SALE: Mobile home, 3
4 BR furnished house, 1 block
BR, 11/2 bath, completely
carpeted, furnished witt University. $280 per month.
Call 753-0430 or 753-8131.
house furniture, underpinning, tie-downs, patio and
awnings. Extra "SHARP". THREE-FOUR BR furnished house 1 mile from
Call 753-0035.
MSU campus. $160.00 rent,
deposit, water fur$160
H. MOB.HOME RENTS
nished Call after 1 pm for
appointment. 753-7611 or 7532 BR MOBILE home near 1605.
East Elem. School. 753-1873.
2 BR TRAILER 12 x 65,
water furnished. Call 7530957.

YARD SALE: Friday and
Saturday, August 25 and 26, 9
a.m.-4 p.m. on 121 bypass,
next to Finis Service Station.
Clothes, household items,
furniture and lewelry.
YARD SALE: 1706 W. Main.
&? Low prices.

SLEEPING ROOMS, air
conditioned, private entrance, refrigerator. ZimSONY COMPONENT Set 8
track, turntable, AMFM, merman Apts. S., 16th Street.
Call
753-6609.
radio, speakers, can record
track. Call 753-7741.
TWO BEDROOM, 3 miles
out, $70 after 5:30 ccall 75927. MOB. HOME SALES
1059.

43. REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

41.PUBLIC SALES

ONE BR Apt, Lynn Grove.
IBM Executive typewriter. stove and refrigerator furExcellent condition, $300.00,
nished.$80.00 per morfth. 753753-5136 after 5 p.m
1874.

Everything In
The Store

to build or

28, 1978

OLE WANT ADS! BIG PLUSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

SALE

ard

August

SPRAY PAINTING of all
Mods. Metal roofs, barns,
farms and homes. Call Ralph
Worley, 436-2563.
SEPTIC TANKS cleaned,
field lines layed, all types
backhoe work. Rex Camp,
753-5933.
SOLAR
ENERGY
headquarters,
residential,
commercial, and industrial.
Also, dealers for Volcano 11,
the most efficient wood
burner in America. Solar
King of Mayfield, 247-2253,
607 W. Broadway,
WILL BABYSiT in my home.
Monday through Friday.
Experienced, Call 759-4713.
WILL DO Plumbing repair
work. No job to ,small. Cali
day or night, 753-3918.

GUTTERING BY SEARS,
Sears continuous gutters
per
your
installed
specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
•
GENERAL
CONSTRUCTION-If it takes nails to
mend or build new we can do.
Any type construction, dry
wall hanging and finishing,
roofing, exterior and interior
painting, no jobs too small,
reasonable rates, 15 years
experience
All
work
guaranteed, also, insurance
repair and roofing. Call
anytime. CB Construction,
Aimo, KY, 753-0955 or 7591667. Anytime day or night.
Roof repair our specialty.
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heat and cooling bills. Call
Sears 753-2310 for tree

WILL KEEP children ages
infant to five years old in my
home. Monday through
Friday. 6:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Good supervision, fenced in
back yard. Have experience
and can give references. $20
per week. 753-7694.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaranteed. Call or write Morgan
Consruction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A., Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or night 4427026.
WATER WELLS. Smith
Drilling Co., 24 in. wells. Call
1 527 1836 after 5 p.m.
54. FOR TRADE
PART BEAGLE puppies.
Have been wormed, Two
males, one female. 02-8861.

estimates.

INTERIOR AND Exterior
painting. Call 8056.

54. FREE COLUMN

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN, FREE: ONE blue-gray
prompt, efficient service, kitten, 8 wks. old. 1 black
call Ernest White, 753-0605. female cat, 1 gray spayed
female cat. 753-3994 or 7594141.
MITCHELL
BACKTOP-PING
sealing, patching,
striping. For free estimates FREE-KITTENS. Phone 436.
5502.
call 753-1537.
PART BEAGLE puppies.
Have been wormed. 2 males,

NEED TREES cut? Landoit
Tree Service. Call George
Landon, 753-8170

Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department,
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.

ortuMe 4411111141.

Hornbuckle Barber Shop
209 Walnut Street
NEW OFFICE NOUNS
Monday-Friday-7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
PUCE HAIR CU3II.50
PRICE SHAVE $1.25
CALL 753-4013

Hey!
It's a great time to give your old bathroom
a "face-lift."
What better way to improve the
bathroom's looks than by using MARBLE. Its
durable...it's practical ..it's beautiful.
Come in and see us today

Thornton Tile
And Marble
"Quality That WiN Please612 S. 9th
753-5719

BELIEVE IT OR NOT
You can STILL Buy a Time-Proven
Gas Saving, Long Lasting

DATSUN B-210
0

4

•
FOR UNDER $3,500!!
(Stock No. 167, Stock No. 220)

C310Orloo

MURRAY
VISO,INC.

1304 South 12th Street, Murray, Ky.
Phone(502)153-1114
limmilemmiesto

0
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Deaths and Funerals
Mattie Bell Dixon
Dies With Funeral
Here On Monday

The First Baptist Church Reservations may be placed
will hold regular worship on a permanent reservation
services on Sunday, Aug. 27, list or may be made by calling
at 10:45 a.m. and seven p.m. the church office by Tuesday
with the pastor, the Rev. Dr. noon of each week
Bill Whittaker, as the speaker.
• His morning subject will be
August 27 will be "Welcome
That Bright and Sad Day of
Sunday" at First United
The Lord" with scripture from
Methodist. With the beginning
Zephaniah 1:10-13; 3:17; and
of school, the congregation
his evening topic will be "The
will welcome all those who Remnant of The Lord" with
have been away for the scripture from Zephaniah 3:1summer and rejoice in the 5, 12-13.
Sunday bus service will be
renewing of fellowship.
Assisting in the services will available to students at
Among the honored wor- be Randy gorrow, minister of Murray State University for
shippers Sunday will be the
youth, and Glen Grogan the first six weeks of the
students from Murray State deacon of the week. Special semester.
University.
Students will be picked up
music will be by the Church
The Rev. Dr. Walter E. Choir, directed by Wayne at residence halls and taken
Mischke, Jr. will preach on Halley, minister of music, to Memorial Baptist Church
the subject, "Men Who Turn
with Joan Bowkar as arganist - or to churches on the
The World Upside Down," and Allene Knight as pianist. downtown square. A return
based on Acts: 17:1-9. The
Sunday School will be at 9:30 bus will leave the town
message presents the church a.m. and Church Training for square at twelve noon.
University buses will pick
as an effective agent for youth will be at six p.m. on
changing the world according Sunday. A tea for G. A. Girls up students at the residence
to the Kingdom of God, Dr. and their mothers, grades one halls between '9:10 and 9:20
Mischke said.
through six, will be held a.m. for Sunday School.
A solo "The Lord Is My Sunday from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. Another bus will operate
Light," will be sung by Mrs.
Volunteer nursery workers from 10:10 to 10:20 a.m. for
Eleanor Diuguid. The Mor- will be Dr. and Mrs. Rex church worship.
Specific schedules
ning Worship will be at 10:50 Galloway, Mr. and Mrs. Ray
are
a.m. and will be broadcast. Clark, Mrs. John Randolph, available to students in the
An Ice Cream Fellowship Mrs. Carney Andrus, Mrs. residence halls.
This service is provided to
will be held for the families of Orvis Hendrick, Miss Pat Schthe church at 6:00 p.m. Sun- melter, Mr. and Mrs. Billy students by Murray State
day. The
serving
of Brandon, Mrs. Don Robinson, University in cooperation
with Memorial Baptist, First
homemade ice cream will be and Miss Patti Robinson.
Methodist,
First
followed by a program of
The church will resume United
interest and inspiration, Dr. fellowship suppers on Wed- Christian, and First Baptist
Mischke said.
nesday, Aug. 30, at six p.m. Churches.

'Welcome Sunday'
Garland Darnell Is R. D. Smotherman Walter W. Wells'
Services On Sunday Here Tomorrow
Dead At Age Of 70; Dies Friday With
Services Today
The funeral for Walter W.
Funeral On Sunday Wells
Garland Darnell of Benton
of Murray Route Five

Matte Bell Dixon, age 74, Route Three died Thursday at
died Thursday morning in 4:30 p.m. at the Marshall
Saginaw. Midi.
County Hospital, Benton. He
The deceased is survived by was 70 years of age.
two daughters, Mrs. Charles ---"Mr. Darnell is survived by
(Margaret) Perry where she his wife, Mrs. Martha Darhas resided for the past six nell; one daughter, Mrs.
years because of ill health, Frances Genene Gipson,
and Mrs. Woodrow Thelma
Benton Route Three; six sons,
Miller; four sons, Richard, Earl and Randy, Benton
William, and Donald, all of Route Three, Roy, Ortonville,
Saginaw, Mich., and Lewis Mich., Tommy, Benton Route
Hudspeth, Murray; two Two, Jimmie, Newburg, bid.,
brothers, Douglas Dixon, and Glendle, Evansville, Ind.
Xenia, Ohio, and Rosevelt
Other survivors include six
Dixon, Indianapolis, Ind.; 34 sisters, Mrs. Elta Pace and
grandchildren; 28 great Mrs. Artella Darnall,
Hardin,
grandchildren; several Mrs. Delza Haymes, Cincousins.
cinnati, Ohio, Mrs. Avanell
She was preceded in death Stark, Plymouth, Mich., Mrs.
by one daughter, Mrs. Charles Velma Austin, Benton, and
(Emma Bell) Taylor, in Mrs. Margerne Darnell,
March 1975.
Paducah; 20 grandchildren;
A wake will be held Sunday two great granchildren.
from seven to eight p.m. at the
The funeral will be held
St. John's Baptist Church, today at three p.m. at the
Murray, where the funeral chapel of the Collier Funeral
will be held Monday at two Home, Benton, with the Rev.
p.m. Burial will follow in the Aubert Rose and the Rev.
Murray City Cemetery.
Lyles officia
Leroyling.
Burial
will follow
llow in the Marshall
Memory Gardens

Richard Dewey Smotherman died Friday at 10:30 a.m.
at his home in Hazel. He was
80 years of age and the son of
the late John and Minnie
Smotherman.
Survivors include his wife,
Paschall
Mrs
Irene
Smotherman, patient at
Westview Nursing Home,
Murray; one daughter, Mrs.
Bob iJessie Cook, Hazel; two
granddaughters, Mrs. Paula
Duncan, Union City, Tenn.,
and Mrs. Mike (Regina)
Stephenson, Murray; one
great granddaughter, Tiffany
Duncan, Union City, Tenn.
Mr. Smotherman is also
survived by two sisters, Mrs.
Clover Boyd, Murray, and
Mrs, Bess Thomas, Nashville,
Tenn.i..four brothers, J. P. of
Hazel, Eugene of Frankfort,
Charles of Murray, and
George of Dayton, Ohio.
He was a member of the
Hazel Baptist Church where
funeral services will be held
Sunday at three p.m. with the
Rev. James Garland officiating
Burial will follow in the
Leo's Catholic Church
Murray City Cemetery. with
w01 hold masses at eight a.m.,
the -arrangements by the
eleven a.m., and 4:30 p.m. on
Holy Conunumon will be Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
Sunday.and at 6:30 p.m. today celebrated at the 9:45 a.m. where friends may call after
(Saturday.) with the Rev. worship services on
Sunday, twelve noon on Saturday.
Martin Mattingly speaking on, Aug.
ug
77, at St. John's
crrn°
i ,2 subject
' -A Pope Episcopal Church, Main and
Fr
LAKE DATA
ristians,and bis Broach Streets, Murray,
scripture from Matthew 16:13- with the
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m.
Rev. Stephen
20.
Davenport as the celebrant. 356.4.
The nursery will be open for
Below dam 301.7, down 0.3.
Ray Rodden will serve as
the eleven a.m. service.
Barkley Lake.:7 a.m. 356.4,
acolyte.
"
fee and duugituuts will be
At eleven a.m. Sunday down 0.1.
served after the net and
Below darn 303.3, down 0.8.
training for acolytes and lay
eleven a.m. masses,
Sunset 7:37. Sunrise 6:21.
readers will be held.

Masses Scheduled
At Catholic Church Episcopal Church
st.
Plans Communion

mar-kel
lighting inc.

will be held Sunday at two
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. George White officiating. Burial will ,follow in
the Hicks Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p.m.
tonight (Saturday).
Mr. Wells, age 65, died
Friday at 3:30 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He is survived by his
father, Ira Wells, Seymour,
Ind., three sores, Ernest Loyd,
Marvin Leonard, and Ronald
Lee Wells, and four brothers

Memorial Church
To Hear Pastor On
Revelation Series
The Rev. Jerrell White,
pastor of the Memorial
Baptist Church, will continue
with his series of sermons
from Revelation at the 10:50
a.m. and seven p.m. worship
services on Sunday, Aug. 77.
His morning topic will be
War In Heaven and On
Earth" with scripture from
Rev. 12, and his evening
topic will be "The One
Worthy Of Your Worship"
with scripture from Rev. 13
and 14.
Mason Billington, deacon
of the week, will assist in
the services. Tommy Wilkins
will direct the song service
with Margaret Wilkins as
organist and Sharon Owens
as pianist.
Sunday School will be at
9:40 a.m. with
Elbert
Thomason as director, and
Church Training will be at
six p.m. with J. T. Lee as
director.
Nursery workers will be
Nadine Beane, Mary Graves,
and Darla Jewell,'along with
the regular workers, Estelle
.Robertson, Louise Fair, and
Pat
Futrell.
Volunteer
workers last Sunday were
Marilyn Herndon, Kathy
Marcussen, Billie Farley,
and Connie White.

COMPARE THE DIFFERENCE
Replacement
Decorator Shades

Floor Lamps
Wood or Brass

CHANDALIERS AND CEILING FIXTURES
OF STRESS CRYSTAL, VENETIAN
BLOWN GLASS AND OTHERS
•

CEILING FANS

TABLE LAMPS

Circulates cool air in
summer and warm air in
the winter.

Ceramic, wood,
brass & crystal

OTHER DECORATIVE ITEMS SUCH AS:
•WICKLR *MIRRORS •PICTI'RES 1\11 CERAMIC
1RTVC %RE — 11 1\1. M 111 MORE VT LOW
%WU:Ski+,PKICEn

AFTER SHOPPING AROUND
SHOP AT MAR-KEL AND
COMPARE THE PRICES!

FACTORY OUTLET STORE
HIGHWAY 79 EAST — LAKE WAY VILLAGE SHOPPING CFNTER
PHONE 642-8142
STORE HOURS: MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
10 A.M. T1L 5 P.M. — SUNDAY 1 P.M. TIL 5 P.M.

"Let's Risk" will be the
subject of the sermon by the
Rev. Buzz Rabatin at the ten
a.m. worship services on
Sunday, Aug. 27, at the First
Presbyterian Church, Main
and 16th Streets, Murray. His
scripture reading will be from
Luke 19:1-10.
Kathy Mowery will be the
choir director with Lisa Slater
as organist.

RCA XL-100 Table Model
Here's tamous XL-100 color Tv at a special
pre-season pricel You get RCA's 100% solid state
Xtenclectlite chassis, Super AccuLine picture
tube attached VHF and UHF antennas, plus
lighted channel indicators
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RCA
XL-100
25"

Never before—XL-100 Color TV
with so many deluxe features
at such a low price!
• SignaLock electronic varactor tuning
• Automatic color control arid heshtone
correction
• Energy-efficient XtendecILire chassis uses only 89 watts average power
• Super AccuColor black matrix picture tube
• Decorator cabinet styling with concealed
Casters
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Under new ownership
Come in and try
America's
favorite

Drive-In
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Reg. price
YOUR CHOICE OF COLONIAL
OR MEDITERRANEAN STYLING

WITH
COUPON

INSTANT REBATE ON RCA 16"d1.9.1 B&W TV TOO!
Features one-set
VHF fine tuning

WITH
-COUPON
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RCA's most reliable black & white
TV ever Operates at 48 watts
average power Fast warm-up
picture tube Dual-function
VHF/UHF antenna—no need tor
a separate UHF antenna

• Hi el0 atir

MAR-KEL'S

Presbyterians To
Hear Rev. Rabatin

LIMITED TIME!

ATTENTION
FAMILIES!

sf.

Bro. John Dale will speak
at the worship services at
8:30 and 10:40 a.m. and six
p.m. on Sunday, Aug. 27, at
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
His morning topic will be
"Preaching on the Porch"
with scripture from Acts
3:11,12, and his evening
topic will be "I Know This
Isn't Christian-like, But.."
with scripture from I Cor.
11:1,2.
Assisting in the sevices
will be Tommy Carraway,
Jerry Bolls, Kelly Crouse,
Bruce McManus, Ronnie
Sills, Randy Wright, Wayne
Wilson, Earl Nanny, Huie
Suiter, Jon T. Carpenter,
Thomas Schroader, and Rick
Spann.

T°11..ITRODUCE
SAVINGS
1979
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The University Church of
Christ
will
hear Drew
McGukin speak at the 10:30
a.m. and six p.m. worship
services on Sunday, Aug. 27.
His scripture readings will,
be from Genesis 318-24 and
Philemon 1-25.
Assisting in the services
will be Ernie Bailey, Leroy
Eldridge, Wayne Williams,
Roger
Wilson,
Leonard
Wood, Tommy Reid, Charles
Johnson, and Jack Wilson.
Serving The Lord's Supper
will be Jimmy Ford, Keith
Hays, Jace Wilson, John
Gallagher, Duane Dycus,
David Taylor, Ronnie Dunn,
Randy Dunn, and David
Fitts.
Nursery supervisors will e
Dee
Gantt,
Glenda
Newsome, Debbie Wilson,
Vickie Houghton, Debbie
Gallagher, and Lisa Suiter.
Bible study will be held at
9:30 a.m. Sunday,

I

Bus Service
For Church
Available

Church Of Christ
Plans Services

INSTANT
REPT

University Church
To Heat Dr. Roos

VISA

First Baptists To Hear Pastor Speak

Methodists Plan

orminns

r
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